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ANNOUNCEMENT; SUBSCRIPTIONS IN AFRICA > ASIA AND LATIN AMERICA

During the past four years the mailing list for this newsletter has grown

constantly month by month. The time has now come when we find it impossible to

continue sending it out in its duplicated form. We are therefore having it

lithographed, but this adds to the cost of production. Added to this is the

ever increasing cost of sending over 1,000 copies out by airmail to 70 count-

ries. We are therefore obliged to charge an annual subscription of US^l.OO for

airmail subscriptions to all subscribers in Africa, Asia and Latin America

except national workers, as from the April issue. More details will appear in

that issue. If any subscriber wishes to cancel his subscription kindly notify

the Assistant Editor. The subscription rate for other areas will continue to

be ^2,00 airmail and ?1.00 surface mail. By making this adjustment we hope to

conserve our resources to give greater help towards functional projects.

EDITORIAL: WHAT IS THEOLOGICAL EXCELLENCE?

(Comments on the International B.D. programme)

The concept of theological excellence is in the melting-pot today. Some theo-

logical educators continue to think in terms of traditional Western academic

patterns and standards of cognitive knowledge. Others, questioning the tradit-

ional norms, are returning to categories of contextual relevance. It is clear

that the third mandate of the Theological Education Fund, beginning 1972, has

shifted priority from the limited goal of higher standards to that of context-

ualisation.

Evangelical theologians and educators are caught in this cross-current, and

rightly so. The fact that it is evangelicals in Latin America, Asia and Africa

that are leading the way in the concept of theological education by extension,

demonstrates that conservatism in theology does not preclude a creative radic-

alism in structure and education methods. The proposal for an International

B.Th. and B.D. has brought forth a world-wide response, mostly enthusiastic but

some with genuine fear that the programme will lead to unhealthy centraliza-

tion in theological education, to fossilizing standards into standardisation,

and the further enslaving of theological institutions in the Third World to

Western models. These dangers are real and must be guarded against at every

stage of the development of the project.

From letters and responses to the questionnaire sent out to a hundred theo-

logical schools, a general picture emerges which we interpret as follows.
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include:

1.

The eoals of the international BTh and BD programmes

- wider recognition of existing standards,

: rei::^nrS;ricuIu. an. norn.3 of theological

excellence,
- nrpoaration of students for graduate studies.

. . ^ .

The Durpose of the BTh programme is to equip men and women for the ministries

of cLrch planting,TSsLral care, Christian communication and education and

sfcSl service, L Lll as training for the pastoral ministry especially in

urban areas the goal of the BD programme also includes preparation for teach

ing and training, introduction to theological research and preparation for

post-graduate studies.

1 F.ntrance standards for BTh should be high school graduation with eligibility

for university, but with provisional registration for older and mature candid-

ates who do nL have these qualifications but who pass an entrance examination.

E^rance for the BD would be BTh or a first university degree, or diplomas

equivalent to three years of university studies.

3. A council for international awards in theological studies will be appointed.

It will sponsor two programmes:

An accredited BTh whereby each accredited college develops its own curriculum,

evaluates its own courses, awards its own degree and diplomas, but has an

external examining check on a number of courses. These core courses we

suggest be four in number, and be set and examined by an internal examiner and

checked by an approved external examiner drawn from the same geographic region.

These courses might be: a contextual O.T. book study; a contextual N.T. book

study. Biblical and historical theology, and Church history.

An affiliated BD whereby each affiliated college should develop its own
^

curriculum, evaluate its own courses, and prepare its students for a compre

ensive examination based on a wide understanding of the established theo-

logical disciplines, involving dogmatic content, historical interpretation and

contextualisation. The degree will be awarded by the Council. There will be

an international examiner and a regional examiner, papers being set by mutual

agreement between the examiners. The regional examiner will mark the paper and

the international examiner will check it.

We suggest six BD comprehensive examinations along the following lines.

A, Applied dogmatics :

1. Introduction to the Bible; historical and religious background, and an

introduction to critical studies. An outline of the history of divine revel-

ation and the religious life and witness of the people of God throughout the

Biblical era.
. o • • i f

2. Biblical languages and exegesis (one language compulsory;. Principles or

hermeneutics; selected OT and NT book studies; and unseen exegesis.

3. The unity and development of theology and ethics in Biblical revelation,

B, Historical interpretation :

4. The history of the expansion of Christianity from the NT era to the present

day, and the evaluation of important events, people and debates for the devel-

opment of Christian doctrine.

C, Relevance and contextualisation :

5. The national and regional history of the Christian Church; the theology of

mission and evangelism in the context of changing national culture and relig-

ion.

6. The personal and social dimensions of the church in contemporary society,

the ministry of the church in social, technological and political change.

Evangelism, church growth, pastoral ministry and revival.

Accreditation for the BTh and affiliation for the BD will be on the basis of a



self-evaluating questionnaire, the visit of an assessor, and sustained success
in the external/comprehensive exams over a period of three years. The BD exams
would be offered initially only in English and expanded to other languages as
required.

Administration of the programme would be done by the Council which would
comprise of ten scholars of international repute, three leading churchmen with
recognised academic competence, two theological educators with experience in
accreditation methods, and one administration dean. The board would meet every
two or three years, while the programme would be administered by the dean
(full-time) and regional deans (part-time and honorary). The functions of the
council will be to accredit and affiliate colleges; to maintain standards of
theological excellence; to appoint and approve examiners; to appoint an accred-
itation commision; to award the BD degree; to administer its own finances.

5, Finance will be obtained through accreditation and affiliation fees, exam-
ination fees, and grants from churches, missions and foundations. The administ-
ration will be kept as small as possible with a maximum of regionalisation,
with each BTh-accredited college administering its own programme. The number of
colleges affiliated in the BD level will be few in the first five years, prob-
ably not more than 10 in the Third World, The suggested date for launching the
scheme is January 1975, following the International Congress on World Evangel-
isation in July, 1974,

Further correspondence is welcomed. Please send your enquiries, comments and

criticisms to the Editor, Prof, Bruce J. Nicholls.

SPECIAL DAY FOR THE DISCUSSION OF THEOLOGICAL TRAINING IN AFRICA

AEBICAM - the Association of Evangelical Bible Institutes and Colleges in

Africa and Madagascar - has arranged a special day for the discussion of

theological training in Africa at Limuru, Kenya, for 8th February, 1973, the

day following the week-long General Assembly of AEAM, In his invitation to

delegates to attend the day of discussion, Rev. Fred Holland, the Executive

Secretary of AEBICAM, writes:

"During the past few years evangelicals working in training leaders for the

church in Africa have been sharing together in discussions, workshops and

cooperative efforts. Many of these have been arranged by AEBICAM. Interest has

grown and people want a more definite programme of sharing and cooperating.

It is felt that NOW is the time for us to talk together, share ideas and

benefit from the fellowship possible as evangelicals.

"Discussion on the local levels has been profitable. In the context of

evangelical concern, people have seen new prospects for their work and answers

to old problems. Now it is proposed that we share on a wider continent involve

ment. This will be very profitable for those that attend and will provide

direction for the future.

"The day will be spent on such areas of concern as curriculum, training needs

in Africa, accreditation, national staff training, extension training and

programmed texts, a BD level evangelical seminary for Africa, indigenous

theology, and other training needs. There will be brief papers
""J

then open discussion. The purpose of these discussions will be look at our

probleL. share our ideas and experiences, and prov de

This will greatly benefit each one attending and will

AEBICAM. AEBICAM is a service agency that exists to assis e s

levels in Africa. It does not dictate but it exists

have needs. Therefore AEBICAM will receive direction on setting priorities

its future projects.



It will be an open meeting for those concerned about training needs for the

church in Africa. This includes mission/church administrators as well as those

active in training schools. "By having this day of discussion added on to the

AEAM General Assembly, it will make it easy for many to attend. It will save

much travel expense."

LIBERAL ECUMENICALS MEET IN BANGKOK

What are the future theological implications arising from the Conference

sponsored by the World Council of Churches Commission of World Mission and

Evangelism, held in Bangkok, December 29 to January 13? What will be the new

structures of mission for the six continents? How does classroom schematized

theology answer the hot-blooded cry of racism - of exploited and manipulated

peoples - of power structures in politics that seemingly ignore the cry of the

downtrodden?

Although theology on the theme "Salvation Today" was never in open debate,

it inevitably sought expression as the approximately 250 delegates wrestled

with "concrete" resolutions on such things as violence, racism, Vietnam bombing

and oppression. The setting of the Conference was the very picturesque Red

Cross Centre about 20 miles from Bangkok on the shores of the Gulf of Siam, The

first stage of the conference was spent in 3 days of friendly small groups of

Bible study. This created a very warm experience of understanding a few dele-

gates in depth.

Since these groups did not have to report there was no attempt to formalize

any Biblical base for the main issues of the conference. Each shares his own

existential expression of his personal relationship with Jesus Christ, Each

had opportunity to express his own thing. It was in the categories of the non-

rational

.

The conference then moved to sectional meetings dealing with manifestations of

salvation today in the context of the cultural, political and economic issues

facing us today.

It was predictable that divergent approaches would be presented because there

had been no serious wrestling with the nature of salvation. The historical

redemptive aspect was low-keyed and where the feeble voice did emerge it was

from orthodox and liturgical churches.

The evangelical voice was not articulated to any great extent, partly because

of the way in which the delegates were chosen, and partly because of the

feeling of isolation. Dr. Arthur Glasser made some precise evangelical cont-

ributions as an invited guest, but his attempts were effectively filtered out

in official releases.

It is unfortunate that Dr. Peter Beyerhaus tried to precipitate debate on his

Frankfurt Declaration, rather than on certain issues within the setting of

the theme. He was silenced by the voices of the Third World claiming that this

was not a forum to push "Western Theology". This unjustified naming him as

from the west weakened his incisive contributions when the conference moved

to the plenary sessions.

It was obvious that the 28 staff members from Geneva and those guiding the

conference wanted certain "concrete" pronouncements, particularly on the Viet-
nam War and American bombing. It was on this issue that the conference mani-
fested it^ multi-racial and political biases. In order to save the divided
action from being just another United Nations debate, a rather mild affirmation
of faith was made to conclude the conference.



"Salvation" was
as the personal

stretched to include humanization and social justice,
relationship to God in Christ.

as well

vangelicals certainly must take more seriously the deep despair of the
sed. Racism will be a priority in the days to come and evangelicals
living in the cosy middle class society cannot by-pass it.

oppres-

Evangelical seminaries will need to wrestle deeper with Biblical theology and
not just Bible analysis. The formulation of this theology must be in categor-
ies that make sense to the Third World and must be in language that is
contextual. Cold logical concepts are not enough. Our words must become flesh,
culturally related if we are to communicate. We can no longer glibly say there
is no western or eastern or black theology - only Biblical. We must write our
declarations, confessions and affirmations in thought patterns that are under-
standable. There is a real need for Third World theologians if our missions
and evangelism is to be acceptable. (From a Special Correspondent)

CASSETTE TAPES

A little research in this field has uncovered the following information:
Perhaps the most extensive producer of cassettes for theological education we
have been in touch with is Outreach Inc. . Box 1000, Grand Rapids, Michigan,
49501, U.S.A, Their "Institute of Theological Studies" has a range of lecture
courses for undergraduates, graduates and post-seminary students. These are
mainly courses on Biblical books, and come in 12 and 24 lecture sets at ^35
and ?65 per set respectively,

A number of John Stott’s (London) tapes of his sermons and lectures are avail-

able on cassettes. These are mainly evangelistic and apologetic in nature, and

his more theological series of Biblical exegesis, etc. are as yet only on reels,

A full catalogue from the Tape Library, All Souls Church, Langham Place, London,

W.l, England, will be sent on request.

L’Abri tapes by Dr. Francis Schaeffer and his colleagues can be obtained on

cassettes from Chalet Cassettes Inc. (200 5th St,, Bloomsburg, PA 17815, U.S.A.)

at cost-price of cassettes. L'Abri tapes cover a range of topics, but perhaps

"The Christian and Culture" (as Western Culture) would form the largest grouping.

The TAP-Asia office has an extensive selection of courses on NT, OT and Syst-

ematic Theology. Further details of this cassette library from TAP-Asia, 33A,

Chancery Lane, Singapore 11. Also in Singapore, Overseas Crusades, I_nc. (18

Mt. Sinai Plain, Singapore 10) have an extensive library, but we have no up-to

date information on what it contains.

Regent College (5990 Iona Dr., Vancouver 8, BC, Canada) produce cassette series

designed for lay- training. The tapes deal mainly with the Christian approac

to various social and ethical problems.

Keswick Tapes (13 Lismore Road, Eastbourne, Sussex, England) are mainly insp-

irational Lssages given at Keswick Conventions, but occasional tapes may be

found useful in theological education.

Banner of Truth Trust (78B Chiltern St., London WIM IPS, England) are producing^

~~T1 rTTc TThirh have " a thoroughly reformed theme and a spiritual
addresses on cassettes, wnicn nave a & y

content". These are designed for a teaching ministry among clergy.

_ „ . Columbia. South Carolina 29203,

fore is a "mixed bag", chiefly of a devotional nature.



Duolicating. Reproductions of a tape can be done on a cassette duplicating

machine, Tel-Audio Dynamics (10520 Burnbank Blvd., North Hollywood, California,

91601 U.S.A.) produce a 5-slave duplicator which will duplicate from a master

ree! to m^LLettes at a time. Ld if you cannot afford the USS(5 000 to buy

one, they will duplicate for you at a reasonable price varying greatly on how

many copies you want. Overseas Crusades Inc. (address above) also offer fac

ities for duplicating.

Whv Cassettes? Cassettes are today being used in a great variety of situations^

not only in theological education, but also in lay training, extension education,

research centres, and for private listening by laymen and pastors alike. But

some questions remain unanswered about this new medium of instruction:

Where do cassettes fit in among the other media of teaching and ^ communications?

What is the (so-called) "optimum mix" - "the selection of the right combination

of media to minimise the 'cons* and maximise the 'pros’ of each". What are^the

pros and cons of using cassettes, and so where can they best be used? What is

the educational theory behind using cassettes? Is printed material any

better for being put on tape? What kind of material is suitable for taping, and

what kind of material could be communicated as well (and more cheaply) on paper?

Can colleges in the Third World afford to have a cassette library? How effecti-

ve in the Third World are tapes from the west?

Information on what you and your college or mission are doing in this field

would be welcomed. Please write to Mr. David Muir at the Editor's Yeotmal

address.

INDIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE

October 1972 saw the inauguration of the Theological Research and Communications

Institute at Yeotmal in India, The institute provides facilities for in-depth

study of any Biblical or theological subject of vital interest to evangelicals

with a view to publishing the most needed evangelical literature. The theory

and practice of communications will increasingly form part of the institute's

field of study. As well as its present residential programme with 3 students,

the institute will hold 4-day seminars on similar subjects, and it is hoped a

series of booklets will come from these seminars. The governing board of TRACI

is comprised of theological colleges, publishing houses, and other Indian

Christian organizations who hold to an evangelical statement of faith; the CATS

Board of TAP-Asia also has representation on the Board.

EVANGELICAL THEOLOGICAL SOCIETY FORMED IN INDIA

The official inauguration of the ETS took place on January 4th at Lucknow in

conjunction with the Annual Conference of the Evangelical Fellowship of India.

Four papers on communicating the Gospel in the Indian context were read.

Several of the 50 theological teachers, pastors and laymen participating in the

conference indicated their resolve to form local study groups. A steering

committee was appointed to determine the ETS's structure and policy. The ETS

replaces an Evangelical Theological Conmission which has functioned since 1962,

OTHER ETSs :

Japan : By setting a threefold goal of promoting theological study, encouraging
fellowship and promoting church growth, the Japan ETS "has linked church growth
and theological maturity together, so that pastors can draw on the resources of
society". This emphasis is reflected in the subjects studied, which are



sometimes theological, sometimes pastoral; and in the membership of the society,
which is open to pastors and laymen in church work, as well as theologians.
The society also sponsors several study commissions on various areas of theology
and publishes a journal in Japanese.

Philippines. The Theological Association of the Philippines aims to foster
Biblical scholarship by providing a medium for the expression of creative
thought and research. Members ordinarily have a BD, and the Association seeks
to speak to the theological, church and national leadership of the Philippines.
However, very little has been accomplished over the past two years.

Canada . The requirement of a ThM degree for full membership for the Canadian
ETS gives the society academic acceptability in its pursuit of intellectual
stimulus and spiritual fellowship. But the programme for a day conference on
"The Church" (May, 1972) shows the society's awareness of its need to relate to
the issues the church faces.

United States of America . The ETS of the USA aims to promote evangelical Bib-
lical scholarship, primarily by producing a well-established quarterly journal,
designed to present an evangelical point of view to the theologian and theo-
logical student.

Singapore . An ETS has not yet been established in Singapore, but there are

those who hope for a greater degree of cooperation among the ten evangelical

theological schools there; and this could give rise to an ETS aiming to encou-

rage the "cluster concept" in theological education,

Korea . The first meeting of the (expanded) ETS of Korea was held on December

18 at Pusan,

Britain, The Tyndale Fellowship of 200 or more members approximates to the ETSs

in other countries. Through an annual bulletin, four lectures annually, and

study groups (including OT, NT and Biblical theology groups) it aims to foster

evangelical scholarship of the highest quality. The Fellowship has been resp-

onsible for the publication of larger works such as the Tyndale Commentaries

and the New Bible Dictionary.

WORLD WIDE DIRECTORY OF MISSION RELATED EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

CAMEO (the Committee to Assist Missionary Education Overseas) have for the

past three years been making a survey of mission related educational instit-

utions. The result of this survey is available as a 900-page book with

multiple indices from the William Carey Library, 533 Hermosa Street, South

Pasadena, California 91030, U.S.A. The normal price ^19.95. anyone

however, who is a member of EFMA or IFMA the price is ^10.00 plus ^1.25 for

handling. The cheque for ^11.25 must accompany the order.

TEE IN MALAYSIA

TEE is moving ahead in Malaysia. At the °f tl’® ad hoc TO

Fellowship, formed from interested persons of the

including locally produced
?i,ej also decided to extend the

library and centre planned Luther
sacrificing theological

fellowship to get as broad a basis
^ A small working committee to

position; other groups have expressed interest. A small worx g

plan future meetings and a newsletter was appointed.



ACCREDITATION PROBLEMS - LONDON, 1826. by John Langlois.

During the months of May and June each year thousands of students around the
English speaking world sit for the external examinations of the University of
London. Probably no other university has had so much influence on the setting
of academic standards internationally. How did the University of London attain
its pre-eminent position in the field of accreditation?

Before 1826 there were just two universities in England: Oxford and Cambridge.
They were medieval religious institutions which had attained a prestige which
no new university could hope to attain. But in 1826 a new college, called
University College, was founded in Gower Street, London. It was shortly
afterwards joined by another, called King's College,

In an address to the Convocation of the University of London on 22nd January,
1972, entitled "Before Convocation - London students in Early Days", Mr, A.
Taylor Milne, President of the Historical Association, sketched the situation
in those early days:

"The original London University was 'the godless place in Gower Street',
founded in 1826 as a private company, without authority to grant degrees, and
King's College, founded two years later, with Theology as a major subject,
had no right to grant degrees either. Little wonder that the first students
in both institutions mostly came for short periods or even a single series of
lectures; few stayed the full course of three or four years in order to obtain
the certificates which were all the two Colleges had to offer. The wits of
the day made merry at the very idea of 'the Cockney College', to which anyone
could be admitted without racial, religious or social discrimination,

"The College in Gower Street turned out to be very much a middle-class affair,
patronised by the sons of dissenters, both Protestant and Catholic, Jews and
freethinkers attached to no particular religion. There were even Anglican
students, whose parents believed in religious liberty and deplored the tests
at the old universities. The father of the poet, Robert Browning, was so
anxious to get his son in that he bought shares in the College. Although
Browning's stay was brief (1828-29) it was all the university education he
ever had.

"a Royal Charter of 1836 gave the University of London authority to grant
degrees. Even after this momentous change the two London Colleges were often
used as a preparation for the older universities, A council report of 1839
states 'at present only a few students of King's College have been admitted to
this University (i.e. to take the new London degrees), the greater part of
those who were desirous of academical honours having preferred to enter their
names at Oxford or Cambridge,"

The problems which London faced in the 19th Century are largely with us today
as we seek to set standards in theological education and get accreditation on
an international level. Problems, that is, of derision at a 'new* unproven
system, the Inability of many in the older institutions to think of any
exciting new departures from the past, the preference of students to continue
to get their degrees from the established institutions and so get 'academic
respectability'

,

The new London University offered no easy solutions to these problems, but,
setting its own standards, through the years the quality of its graduates
has borne witness to the quality of the institution itself. The graduates
have played their part. The University has also played its part in (1)
providing a high standard of teaching, and (2) a creative attitude towards
education.
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EDITORIAL WHAT IS SALVATION?

In each era of the Church there have emerged fundamental questions that have

demanded answers. God in His sovereign grace has stirred His people, usually

through his chosen prophets, to respond with ''Thus says the Lord". In the Old

Testament, we think of Elijah standing against the syncretistic tide of the

Baalisation of Yahweh-worship, in the New Testament of Paul rejecting the

legalism of Judaistic Christianity penetrating the churches of Asia Minor, In

the first centuries of the early church, the pressures of Gnostic religions

and philosophies raised the issue of "Who Jesus is". Anastasius and the Nicene

Creed and later the Chalcedon statement called the church back to the limits

and mystery of the Biblical revelation. In the medieval era the question

became "How does Jesus Christ save?"; from Augustine to Luther and Calvin

God raised up His spokesman who articulated the great confessions of the

Church* From Wesley to Billy Graham, a host of men have been God*s spokesmen

to a progressively secular world.

Among the younger churches of the world, these same questions continue with

us, for the fundamentals of the Gospel are always under attack from "The

prince of this world". Today the crisis of faith is "What is salvation? ,

This question is no longer confined to the bounds of Christian orthodoxy but

assumes a universal significance as theologians search for answers from among

those of other faiths and no faith, and penetrate into the realms of social

justice and modern technological civilisation. The Bangkok consultation on

"Salvation Today" sharpens the issues and challenges the Evangelicals to

contextualise their biblical theology, M.M, Thomas in "Salvation and Human-

isation" focuses attention on the crucial issues of the theology of mission

in contemporary India, but these same Issues face the church all over the

world.

In order to stimulate analysis, study and discussion at all levels of the

church, we in TAP have sent a list of questions to a number of evangelical

theological leaders for their comment and evaluation. In the area of eternal

salvation in relation to historical humanisation, some of the questions

include "Is the nature of man's fundamental dilemma suffering or sin? Is

saving revelation relative in a religious pluralism or unique in a biblical

Christianity? Who is Jesus Christ? Why the Cross? Is His ministry cosmic and

inclusive, or particular and exclusive? Is salvation the liberation and

humanisation of man in a just society, or personal and eternal reconciliation

to God? The answers are not always a simple either/or, but is there a divine

order of priority in these issues?
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In the area of the nature and function of the church in the world, some of

the questions include "Is the church an anonymous presence, or a visible

redeemed community? Should the church be identified with current cultural

revolution, or remain separate from involvement in these struggles, or have a

prophetic role as an agent of reform? Do we look for a humanised world

community or a cataclysmic return of Christ and a new heaven and a new earth.

In the area of communicating the gospel in contemporary forms, some of the

questions include "Is the gospel a contextualised experience or a given

inscripturated Word of God? Is the gospel itself to be indigenised or only

the forms of communication? Where does dialogue end and proclamation begin?

For those millions who have never heard, is implicit faith in God sufficient

or is an explicit conscious faith in Christ a necessity?

Our calling is to define, interpret and proclaim a biblical formulation of

"What is salvation" to every man alienated from his Creator and Saviour,

imprisoned by the chains of his own degenerate culture and oppressed by the

evils of unjust societies. If our confession is shallow, our evangelism will

be superficial. The gospel is the power of God that penetrates through

cultural barriers to the heart of man, who at once seeks God and yet rebels

against him. It is the Holy Spirit who liberates him from his idolatry and

recreates him in the image of Christ.

We call on evangelicals worldwide to articulate a new credal confession on

this central issue of salvation. The Wheaton Declaration spoke for evangeli-

cal missionary societies in North America; the Frankfurt Declaration spoke

for Germany. Asian theologians in January, 1974, will formulate their own

statement, and those in Latin America and Africa are in the process of

declaring their convictions. Let us pray that the International Congress on
World Evangelisation, July 1974, will formulate a confession which will
speak for worldwide evangelical Christianity and be as significant for our
day as the ecumenical creed of Nicaea was for the early church.

AFRICA CONFEEIENCE EMPHASISES LEADERSHIP TRAINING

A strong sense of unity and cooperation was felt during the sessions of the
Third General Assembly of the Association of Evangelicals of Africa and
Madagascar (AEAM) which was held February 1-8, 1973, at Limuru, Kenya. The
162 delegates from 27 African countries felt a new sense that evangelicals
must work together to carry out the task before them. The agenda covered
many subjects but Invariably each session came around to the same subject:
leadership training . The sessions were told time after time that far too
little is being done to train Africa leadership, both theological and admin-
istrative. Delegates made a plea to the sending missions to allocate a
greater proportion of their resources to training men for specific and
strategic posts for the future.

Two new seminaries to be formed. The most significant decision to come out
of the assembly was the decisxon to establish two evangelical seminaries in
Africa for advanced theological training, one francophone and the other
anglophone. The delegates stressed the need to train Africans in their own
continent for the highest positions of leadership in the churclu A sub-
committee was formed to investigate possibilities for the new seminaries.
Possible locations for the anglophone seminary are: Ilorin in Nigeria
Nairobi in Kenya and Lusaka in Zambia, In the case of the francophone
seminary; Fort Lamy in Chad, Abidjan in Ivory Coast and Bunia in Zaire The
schools will offer the Master of Divinity degree, but will also offer special
short courses without granting a degree. The minimum entrance requirement
for the M.Div. is a recognised Bachelor of Theology or any secular degree



inunense project will need widespread support beforethe two seminaries open their doors, as is planned, September, 1975 It

nLderfor^'^t’^fr
^^'"^"aries is US?1,000,000. ‘funds areneeded for staff, library and student grants as well as for building.

AEBICAM becomes the AEAM Theological Conmission . The sense of common purpose

The GenerafM°"i'^^^
relationship of AEBICAM and AeL.The <^eneral Meeting of AEBICAM, meeting one day before the AEAM Generalssem y, ecided to dissolve itself with the recommendation to AEAM that itbecome Its theological commission. This the General Assembly endorsed andappointed the members of the commission with the Rev. Byang Kato as itschairman. Subsequently, the General Assembly elected Rev. Kato as the AEAMGeneral Secretary. To those in theological circles, this dual appointment ismost welcome and emphasises the theological emphasis and leadership needed to

be given by church leaders. Rev, Kato is at present in the USA undertaking
doctoral studies at Dallas Theological Seminary, which he hopes to complete
next September,

Functional secretaries . To assist Rev, Kato in his responsibilities in the
Theological Commission the Assembly created six functional secretaryships and
elected five persons to fill them as follows: Anglophone Theological Education
(Rev. Fred Holland), Francophone Theological Education (Dr, Paul White),
Academic Education and Accreditation (Rev. Marshall Southard), Anglophone
Theological Research (to be appointed), Francophone Theological Research
(Rev. Ren^ Daidanso), Anglophone Higher Theological Education (Mr. John R.
Dean) and Francophone Higher Theological Education (Dr. Jack Robinson).

Much thought and discussion were given to promoting TEE, Rev. Holland
reported on the progress of TEE and PIM workshops throughout Africa and the
production of programmed materials, Mr. Holland will continue to be respon-
sible for promoting TEE in English-speaking countries and Dr, Paul White in
French-speaking countries. The meeting also decided to plan theological
seminars in various places in Africa during the next twelve months with a

view to formulating an Africa declaration of faith.

Christian education . The week prior to the assembly a consultation on
Christian education was held in the same location with many participants
being involved in both. From this consultation emerged the suggestion to

form a Christian Education Commission. The Assembly took this up later and
named Rev. Roger Coon as Coordinator of the Commission which will develop

programmes to strengthen Christian Education in African churches.

At the end of the week the delegates left on a note of expectancy knowing

that a good foundation was being laid for undertaking cooperative programmes

which no one church or mission could undertake alone.

CASSETTE TAPES SUPPLEMENT

A Theological News Supplement giving news and views on cassette tapes is at

present being prepared at the Editor’s Office. As well as factual data on the

availability of cassette tapes suitable for use in theological education etc.,

the supplement will include articles on various aspects of using cassettes in

Christian work. If you are involved in the production of cassettes, or if you

use cassettes as part of your teaching programme, or if you just have some

thoughts to share on the subject, please write without delay to Mr. David

Muir at the Editor's office. The supplement should be ready by July, and will

be sent surface mail; any wishing it airmail with their July TN should inform

the Associate Editor,



the contextualisation of theology

Years of Western dominance in theology and theological education have given

rise to an insistence upon the indigenisation (or, more recently, contextual-

isation) of these fields. In an attempt to understand this movement, we offer

an examination of the concept of contextualisation as it is conceived through-

out the Third World, We start with the Theological Education Fund's "Working

Policy for the Implementation of the Third Mandate", which centres almost

entirely around this concept. The following is quoted by permission:

"The third mandate's strong emphasis on renewal and reform in theological

education appears to focus upon a central concept, contextuality, the capac-

ity to respond meaningfully to the Gospel within the framework of one's own

situation, Contextualization is not simply a fad or catch-word but a theo-

logical necessity demanded by the incarnational nature of the Word, What

does the term imply?

"It means all that is implied in the familiar term "indigenization" and yet

seeks to press beyond. Contextualisation has to do with how we assess the

peculiarity of third world contexts. Indigenization tends to be used in the

sense of responding to the Gospel in terms of a traditional culture.

Contextualization, while not ignoring this, takes into account the process of
secularity, technology, and the struggle for human justice, which charact-
erize the historical moment of nations in the Third World,

"Yet a careful distinction must be made between authentic and false forms of
contextualization. False contextualization yields to uncritical accommoda-
tion, a form of culture faith. Authentic contextualization is always proph-
etic, arising always out of a genuine encounter between God's Word and His
World, and moves towards the purpose of challenging and changing the situa-
tion through rootedness in and commitment to a given historical moment.

"The agenda of a Third World contextualizing theology will have priorities of
its own. It may have to express its self-determination by uninhibitedly
opting for a "theology of change", or by recognising unmistakable theological
significance in such issues as justice, liberation, dialogue with people of
other faiths and ideologies, economic power, etc.

"Yet contextualization does not imply the fragmented isolation of peoples and
cultures. While within each diverse cultural situation people must struggle
to regain their own identity and to become subjects of their own history,
there remains an inter-dependence of contexts.

"If then, contextualization becomes a chief characteristic of authentic
theological reflection, a request for support submitted to the TEF will be
judged to have potential for renewal when there is evidence of contextualiz-
ation in mission, theological approach, educational method and structure,"
(Ministry in Context, pp, 19-21)

The Working Policy goes on to list eight areas of concern which form a frame-
work within which the TEF will respond to requests for financial assistance.
These are: 1. Advanced study centres. 2. Undertakings of renewing signifi-
cance with existing Institutions for theological training. 3. Extension
Theological Education, 4, Forms of theological education alternative to the
traditional residential pattern. 5. Faculty development. 6. Associations
involved in renewal and reform in theological education. 7. Teaching method-
ology and theological curriculum. 8. Educational media.

Dr. James Berquist of the TEF expands on the raison d'etre behind this emph-
asis on the contextual: "The TEF has begun to make the criterion of context-



The second progress report of the Theological Assistance Progriramme.

INTRODUCTION; THE TASK OF THEOT.nr'Y

t" !^T ^
^ functions of the church in the world would reveal at

Jh^nr r "he church must be entirely committed:the proclamation of the Gospel, the upbuilding of the church by teaching, theworship of God within the fellowship of the church, and service in the world.
Theological Assistance Programme is concerned particularly with

e second, the upbuilding of the Church by teaching. For we are conscious thatthe task of theology is to train the whole church for ministry in the world,
and that theology must never lose sight of the local church and the layman.
Yet to train the church effectively, we need to train leaders to teach others

pastors and teachers who will carry forward this ministry of building up the
church, by faithfully and accurately preaching the Word of God. And even this
is not the end of the task; for to train these teachers, we must already have
reflected upon and defined our evangelical Biblical faith in the context in
which the church finds herself.

TAP is concerned for each area of this complex task.

DEFINITION AND ARTICULATION OF THE HISTORIC BIBLICAL FAITH

The coming Asian theological conference (January 1974) sponsored by TAP-Asia,
has salvation and humanisation as its themes. In the aftermath of the WCC
Bangkok conference on "Salvation Today", this conference will bring together
25-30 key evangelical theologians from throughout Asia who will seek to relate
the Biblical concept of salvation to the needs of Asia. In a situation of im-

ported theology, relativism and universalism, such reflection is entirely
necessary for the church. It may seem far removed from the task of building up

the church; yet it is this task which is the primary one, for it defines and

articulates the Biblical truth which alone builds up the church.

CENTRES FOR ADVANCED THEOLOGICAL STUDY, initiated by TAP-Asia, are in part

another attempt to achieve this goal. Three centres in Seoul (Korea), Yeotmal

(India), and Singapore, are in various stages of planning and development, and

have slightly differing functions; yet all hope to provide the facilities for

theological research within the national context.

TAP also publishes significant articles as monographs sent out with its quart-

erly publication, Theological News . A recent monograph, Dr, Rene Padilla's

assessment of "Theology in Latin America", has underlined the importance of a

theology which is truly biblical, and yet contextual and related to each facet

of the community's life. We hope that future monographs and the pages of TN

itself, will speak to this issue and others,

THE IMPROVING AND INDIGENISATION OF THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION

Alongside the task of defining the historic Biblical faith, we have the task of

training the leadership of the Church in that faith. Most of TAP s work is tak-

en up with helping theological educators to train the leadership of the church

more effectively. There are three main areas in which TAP is involved in this

task:



1. Indigenisation of staff ; The vast majority of seminary teachers in the

Third World colleges are either Western missionaries, or nationals whose theo-

logical training has been done partly if not entirely in the West. TAP is most
concerned to provide the facilities for nationals to do all their training in

their own context. The Korean Centre for Advanced Theological Study, and Union
Biblical Seminary, Yeotmal, India, would fulfil this role in Asia; and TAP

will encourage and support these and such other ventures throughout the Third
World. TAP is also initiating an International B.D. and B.Th. programme, which
will enable nationals to proceed at least to B.D. level without leaving their

cultural context,

2. Theological Education by Extension ; TEE has had tremendous success in

training pastors, teachers and evangelists within their own local situation.
TAP has strongly supported this movement, and during 1972 co-ordinated work-
shops on the new educational techniques of Programmed Instruction in Lebanon,
India, Thailand, S, Vietnam, Malaysia, Indonesia, New Guinea, the Philippines,
and Taiwan. These workshops have helped to fill the need for programmed text-

books and textbook writers - a need which constitutes the largest single prob-
lem facing the extension movement today. The workshops were organised and spo-
nsored locally, and resource personnel Rev. Peter Savage (Bolivia), Mr. Ian
McCleary (India), and Mr. Martin Dainton (Indonesia), helped a total of 180

participants in programmed techniques. Now planned are teachers* workshops
which will complete the indigenising process - training nationals to lead
programming workshops in their own countries and thereby producing TEE text-
books which are entirely Asian, TAP is at present the channel for a signific-
ant amount of money for the production of these textbooks in Asia, and will
ensure that this money is channelled to those projects which will contribute
most to the extension movement, TAP also seeks to assist programme writers
through its quarterly publication "Programming News" - now to be called simply
"Programming", since it aims not so much to inform readers on developments in
TEE (a function which TN fulfils), but rather to give continuing education in
programming techniques to programme writers.

3. Accreditation : Many of our evangelical theological colleges in the Third
World are faithfully training men for the ministry; yet their diplomas and
degrees are not recognised - not recognised in academic circles so that their
graduates cannot proceed to post-graduate studies, and not recognised in
church circles so that their graduates cannot find acceptance within the past-
oral ministry of the established church in their country. TAP is doing all it
can to obtain accreditation for these colleges, and the International B.D. and
B.Th. programme which includes an accreditation scheme, is a significant move
towards this goal.

OTHER TAP EFFORTS in theological education include the organising of short-
term teaching appointments, so that colleges can benefit from fine teaching
staff placed in other parts of the world. Another project, we call the Biblical
Library Fund, has been set up to place basic evangelicals works in Roman Cath-
olic and Orthodox seminaries in particular. Whatever the project, the aim is
to improve theological education, so that the teachers and leaders of the
church of tomorrow are the better equipped for their task.

THE BUILDING UP OF THE CHURCH

The task for theology is to train the whole church for service in the world,
TAP is anxious to follow through its theological assistance and help the grass
-roots church understand itself and its commission. TAP is sponsoring a series
of theological workshops throughout Asia during May and June 1973, led by Dr.
John Stott and designed for pastors and laymen. With the title "The Gospel We
Proclaim , these workshops will include Bible expositions as well as topical
theological seminars. The Bible Teaching Ministries of TAP-Asia sponsored Bible
Study Group leadership training seminars throughout India in July/August 1972,
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FELLOWSHIP

unconvinced that a programme with a world-wide vision can atthe same time be truly concerned for genuine theological reflection within agiven contey. Yet it is our conviction that the truth of the Word of God is
a solute and universal, and binds together into one Body in Christ all those
who accept His authority. The links we try to establish between East and West,between continent and continent, are links not of structure but of fellowship.
In June 1971, TAP-Asia was born - an autonomous fellowship of evangelical theol-
ogical seminaries and societies throughout Asia. A member body of TAP-Internat-
lonal, TAP-Asia has its own executive committee and its own regional and funct-
ional coordinators, TAP is concerned never to set up an opposition structure and
is seeking to cooperate with the Theological Fraternity of Latin America, the
Theological Commission of the Association of Evangelicals of Africa and Madag-
ascar, and other national and continental fellowships.

Fellowship can only be expressed in personal terms, and it is a major function
of TAP staff to strengthen fellowship links. In April, 1972, Saphir Athyal (TAP
-Asia) undertook a lecture tour of the Latin American countries of Mexico, Guat-
emala, Costa Rica, Bolivia and Brazil, Bruce Nicholls (TAP-International) tour-
ed North America, Europe and the Middle East in May/June, seeking finance for
TAP projects. John Langlois (TAP-International) visited eight African countries
in July, Bong Ro, (TAP-Asia) visited Burma and India (January), the Far East
(April), and the Philippines (August), with special reference to the extension
movement. The meetings of the TAP-Asia Executive, and the Centres for Advanced
Theological Study Board in April 1972, were significant landmarks in cooperat-

ive effort in Asia. In these ways TAP hopes to express the unity of the church

in Christ, and offer its staff for consultation to theological leaders through-

out the world. And when personal contact is not possible, the pages of TN keep

people informed and we hope concerned for their fellow evangelicals in other

places

.

CONCLUSION

In our introduction, we defined the functions of the church as the proclamation

of the gospel, the upbuilding of the church by teaching, the worship of God

within the fellowship of the church, and service in the world. Deviations in

theology directly influence the leadership of the church and affect the spirit-

ual health of the church itself. It is our conviction that evangelism, theolog-

ical reformation, spiritual revival and social concern, stand or fall together.

We invite you to pray for the work of TAP and to share in the financing of this

ministry.

PERSONNEL

TAP administration is kept to a minimum and decentralised through coordinators

or secretaries who give part-time honorary service. Mr. Bruce Nicholls, TAP-

International co-ordinator and the Editor of Theological News, is a professor



at Union Biblical Seminary, Yeotmal, (Maharashtra, 445 001, India). He is
assisted by Mr. David Muir, a research student at the seminary. Mr. John Lang-
J-ois , TAP-International Administrator and the Associate Editor of both Theolog-
ical News and Programming, is a lawyer residing in the U.K. (Merevale, Forest,
Guernsey, Channel Islands, U.K.), Much of the time of our international staff is
taken up with collecting and editing materials for Theological News, which is
mailed quarterly to over 1,200 key evangelical theologians and educators through
out the world. Much time is also spent replying to correspondence from theol-
ogical educators from many countries giving information and answering queries.
We see this information service and theological forum as a key part of our work.
Other time is spent in reviewing and evaluating present projects and exploring
new possibilities and opportunities.

TAP-Asia*s personnel include both regional and functional co-ordinators. Dr.
Saphir Athyal, General Co-ordinator, is assisted by three regional co-ordinat-
ors: Dr. Bong Rin Ro, (S.E. Asia), Dr. Eui Whan Kim (N.E. Asia), and Rev.G.J.
McArthur (South Pacific), Important functional co-ordinators are: Mr. Ian Mc-
Cleary (T.E.E.), Mr. Martin Dainton (associate T.E.E. co-ordinator and the
Editor of "Programming"), Dr. Susuma Uda (Evangelical Theological Societies),
and Rev. Nene Ramientos (Bible Teaching Ministries). More details of TAP-Asia's
work are available in a separate brochure, from the TAP-Asia Office, 33A,
Chancery Lane, Singapore 11.

FINANCE

Another important part of our work is the seeking of finance for specific pro-
jects, offering to act as a responsible channel of finance for the benefit of
those who give as well as those who receive. Each TAP-sponsored project is being
financed through specially designated gifts for that project from individuals,
churches, foundations, etc; and the small administrative needs of TAP are met
separately by direct gifts, or by deducting a small percentage from project
monies where necessary.

Gifts should normally be sent to Mr. John Langlois. Otherwise, gifts from the
sterling area could be sent to the Treasurer, Evangelical Alliance, 19, Dray-
cott Place, London SW3, England, and gifts from North America could be sent to
the Treasurer, National Association of Evangelicals, 1405 G. Street, N.W. Wash-
ington, D.C, 20005, U.S.A. Please clearly earmark gifts to be credited to the
TAP account and indicate the project you wish to sponsor. Full details of pro-
jects will be available and will be sent to any who are considering supporting
a project, ^
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Prof. Andrew Kirk of Argentina, appealing for the "liberation of theology"seeks to define contextualization as the attempt to "reconsider the ^rufh ^fthe Scriptures always and only the authentic starting point for sLiouftheological reflection), and what has been faithful testimony to the Script-ures inthe entire history of the Church in its extension through space andtime, within the detailed contexts of varying languages, cultures and trad-itions which together mould the reality of the Third World nations."

Prof. Kirk continues: Contextualization will take as its pattern the proclam-
ation of the early Christian communities in the Greek milieu of the first
century.^ Its great teacher will be the Apostle Paul, the first apostle to
the Gentiles. It will allow the manifold reality of each concrete situation
to be^the agenda for Biblical Hermeneutics It will endeavour to be
creative in its handling of the Scriptures, allowing the context to suggest
new ways of looking at familiar texts. Nevertheless its supreme duty is to
maintain, reflect and propagate the sovereignty of God, concretely expressed
in His Word, over all traditions, cultures and nationalisms. In this task it
will be careful to maintain the essential unity of the Bible against all
relativising attempts to find, explore and promote divergent theologies from
within the text which are then set over against each other in support of one
or another current ideology.

The almost universal feeling that there is something very right and valuable
in contextualization, is complicated by the problem of formulating a defin-

ition with which everyone could concur. The difficulty in finding such a

definition reveals an ambivalence about the term, and perhaps a lack of

clarity among those who are foremost in expounding the concept. Rev. Gadiel

Isidro (Philippines) expresses his anxiety that "the cultural context, the

sociological and political struggles, determine the concept of the Gospel,

which means that the Gospel becomes relative and whatever is the subjective

decision of the people who are trying to analyze the needs of Asia determine

the formulation and the idea of the Gospel." In order to avoid such relativism

Rev, Isidro defines contextualization as the attempt to "analyze the situation

and then from an absolute perspective of the Gospel make this absolute

unchanging Gospel speak with relevance to the needs of Asia.

The question whether contextualization affects the content of the Gospel and

not just its communication and the response to it, seems a vital one, and is

perhaps an important point of difference between various formulations of the

concept. Dr. Dick France of Ife University, Nigeria, appealing for the

Inviolability of the Biblical Gospel, continues: "I am not in the least

arguing for a preservation of Western theology. There are aspects of Western

thought which are non-biblical, and which have got mixed up with the Gospel

as many Westerners present it. These need to be purge ^

will not be an African (etc.) theology, but a biblical theology. It is then

for us to communicate this biblical theology in a way appropria e ®

local culture, be it Western, African, Asian, etc...... the basic content will

remain the same for ^ culture." Dr. Berquist again: The TEF does not



mean to imply that the Gospel is relative. From both a biblical and histor-

ical standpoint, the Christian faith declares that it has received a revealed

Word which is given to the world through Jesus Christ. Though the W«d must

always be interpreted against each culture and new historical situation, the

Word has power both to judge and renew all that is contextual.

This brings us inevitably back to the bed-rock of our faith - our biblical

foundation. Dr. Arthur Glasser of U.S.A. comments: We content that it
^

(contextualization) must be tempered by Holy Scripture. If an anthropologis

as distinguished as Goldschmidt can affirm that people are more alike than

cultures", we need to balance our contextualization with the universals of

historic, biblical Christianity." And Dr. Paul White of Reunion, Indian

Ocean, comments on paragraph 3 of our quotation from "Ministry in Context ,

that "we can challenge and change situations through rootedness in and

commitment to the Word of God.

The term "contextualization" is going to be used a great deal

the 70s, and evangelicals must understand clearly what is implied, both in

theory and in practice. If contextualization implies a preference for what

is cultural over what is biblical, as was evident at the CWME conference in

Bangkok, then it must be rejected. But the need for a true contextualization

is acute in the Third World; indeed it is a necessary corollary to the divine

imperative to make the Gospel known and understood throughout the world.

(We would earnestly desire your comments on this question as we try to

clarify and deepen our understanding of the contextualization movement - Ed.}

TAP-ASIA PRODUCE TEE FILMSTRIP

A 20-minute filmstrip entitled "TEE could be the answer* has just become

available from TAP-Asia. The 48-frame strip, with full script, is designed to

show the need for TEE, and explain basic TEE principles. It also includes a

factual survey of TEE throughout Asia and a description of propammed and

other TEE materials. The strip aims at promoting TEE in Asia itself, as well

as raising prayer and financial support in the West. A TAP-Asia TEE brochure

is also available and could be used as accompanying material. The strip is

available for sale or rent from May 1973 onwards from the TAP-Asia office,

33A, Chancery Lane, Singapore 11.

PAN-ASIAN THEOLOGICAL CONSULTATION PROPOSED

TAP-Asia are proposing to hold a theological consultation early in January

1974 to study the Biblical theology of salvation and the concept of human-

ization, in the context of contemporary theological developments in Asia. The

consultation hopes to bring together 20 to 25 key evangelical theologians and

to produce a book giving the various papers read and a consolidated statement

of the conclusions reached. It is hoped that this consultation will help in

highlighting and focussing upon certain key issues which may be further foll-

owed up at the 1974 Lausanne International Congress on World Evangelisation.

PIM REPORT

A report of the nine PIM workshops which were held throughout Asia from August

to October 1972 has been compiled by TAP-Asia. The report includes an eight

page report and evaluation of the workshops, and three programmed units writt-

en by workshop participants, as samples of what was achieved. The report is

available from the TAP-Asia office, 33A, Chancery Lane, Singapore 11.



LATIN AKERICAN THEOLOGICAL FRATERNITY HOLD SECOND CONSULTATION

Thirty- two members of the Latin American Theological Fraternity from 15 count-
ries met in Lima, Peru, ll-19th December, 1972, for their second consultation.
The spirit of cooperation and commitment to work were largely responsible for

a profitable consideration of the main theme: "The Kingdom of God". The foll-

owing studies were debated at length both in small groups and in plenary

sessions "The nature of the Kingdom of God (Dr. Emilio Antonio Nunez); "The

Kingdom of God and the Church" (Dr. Ren4 Padilla); "The Relevance of the Con-
cept of the Kingdom for Hermeneutics" (Dr. John Yoder); "The Kingdom of God
and History" (Dr. Jose Miguez Bonino - due to his basence through ill-health
Dr. George Leon presented his paper); "The Kingdom of God, Eschatology and

Social and Political Ethics in Latin America" (Prof. Samuel Escobar).

This second Consultation helped to consolidate the Fraternity, directing it

towards future achievements in agreement with its objectives, the first of

which is to "promote serious reflection from the standpoint of the Gospel and

its significance for man and society in Latin America."

In order to organize the future work of the Fraternity it was agreed to const-

itute for the next four years study groups in the following areas: Biblical

Theology; Ethics; Apologetics and Ecclesiology ;
Theological Education; Pastor-

al studies. Each member will work in his own specialist field. The aim of this

method is to enable the members to develop their own capacities and interests

and the Fraternity to achieve its objectives.

The Consultation elected a Director for each commission and resolved that each

commission hold a consultation within the next 12 months. The Commission on

Biblical Theology (Director: Dr. Emilio Antonio Nunez) will hold a consultation

on "Biblical concepts of liberation" in Costa Rica or Guatemala, 8th to ^2th

January, 1974. The commission on life-style and ethics (Director: Dr. Rene

Padilla) will hold a consultation on "Christian Family in Latin America in

Lima, Peru, during the first two weeks of December, 1973. The Commission on the

structure and history of the Church and Apologetics (Director: Prof. J. Samuel

Escobar A) will hold a consultation on "The Latin American man and structures

in Buenos Aires during the first week of March, 1974. The commission on theo-

logical education (Director; Prof. Peter Savage) will hold a consultation on

"The Biblical Concept of Ministry and Educational Process in Guatemala on

January 3rd to 5th, 1974. The Pastoral Ministry Commission (Director: Dr. Jorge

A. LeSn) will hold a consultation on "Man from a Psycho-Theological Perspect-

ive" in San JosI, Costa Rica, from December 10th to 14th, 1973.

Alongside the various commissions, Pastors' Theological Seminars are projected

with the following objectives in view:
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BIBLICAL LIBRARY FUND

In the midst of decreasing attention to the Word of God in many theological

colleges in the world, there has emerged a new interest in scripture from

within Roman Catholic and Orthodox circles. Although their new study of the

Bible has led to a greater occupation with Bible commentaries and introductions,

distrust and lack of information keeps evangelical works from helping them

interpret the scriptures. The Biblical Library Fund seeks to give Roman

Catholic and Orthodox seminaries an introduction to an evangelical approach.

The fund is designed to provide these Third World colleges with basic

evangelical exegetical works at a very low cost (quarter retail value, plus

postage). The books will be offered in two sets, either or both of which can

be accepted by the receiving college: a complete set of the Tyndale comment-

aries, or the New Bible Dictionary, New Bible Commentary, and the Introductions

to the OT and NT by Harrison and Guthrie respectively.

For lack of administrative help, little has been done since the news releases

in TN, April '70 and October '71. But early this year, letters went to 20 key

evangelicals in Asia, seeking the names and addresses of colleges which would

be open to the offer; and the possibility of extending the offer to the rest

of the Third World is being explored. A process of recommendation has been

adopted to ensure that the scheme reaches those colleges most open to having

and using these books. If you know of such a college to which an invitation

could profitably be sent, please send its name and address to Mr. David Muir

at the Editor's Yeotmal address. A full project report can be obtained from

the Editor.

JOHN STOTT SEMINARS MUCH APPRECIATED

The Asian seminars led by the Rev. John Stott (see April TN for details) took

place as planned with varying degrees of success. Everywhere Dr. Stott's

clear expositions and lectures were appreciated, and in India and Pakistan

national speakers added significantly to the programmes. A well-organised and

most successful seminar in Gujranwala, Pakistan, drew about 100 representatives

of a wide variety of church and mission groups, and provided a good opportunity

for fellowship among the various sections of the Pakistani church. A full

3-day schedule in Colombo, Ceylon, was attended by a representative group of

150, and in Tehran, Iran, a group of 75, showing a wide spectrum of theological

opinion, took part in a very crowded programme. The two Indian seminars in

Bangalore and Mussoorie drew attendances of 70 to 100, mainly from the
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Institute Biblico de Extension,
Apartado 164, La Ceiba,
HONDURAS, C.A.

Dear Sir,

As regional director of our mission's Extension Bible Institute, 1 am
keenly interested in theological education, and, as you put it, "raising the
standard of theological education". I do see the need of the international
B.Th. program and hope you can get people together on it.

I am concerned as to your criteria for raising the standard of theological
education. There are grave dangers for setting up arbitrary standards for this
upgrading process. My own field, for example, offers little chance for train-
ing men on anything but the lowest academic plane because of lack of education
opportunity. Our mission tried to "upgrade" the theological education and by
so doing set up a curriculum which would be approved by most educators; our
graduates met the academic standards commonly accepted; they could probably
have done reasonably well on the comprehensive exams of any Bible Institute
level program. But they could not communicate any longer with their own people;
their ministry to a man, was almost sterile. Meanwhile our semi-literate
peasant pastors -in-training (who could not study in our regular program) began,
through the new extension classes, to raise up new churches and win converts
and demonstrate superior pastoral ability; yet their educational standards
have been ridiculed, their studies scorned as "comic books" and their pastoral
achievements attributed to everything but their "inferior" education. In this

area, what most educators would consider as a superior education yields little

fruit; cultural factors force us to re-examine our standards.

In any society, some kind of theological education is going on at all

times; it may be negative, even atheistic; it may be nothing more than the

passing on of tradition from one generation to another. I believe the ultimate

standard of good theological education in our disciplined, academic institut-

ions is its ability to make itself felt positively in the molding of this

above-mentioned "people's theology" or popular theological education process

inherent in the culture. Until we have done this, any talk about "standards"

is irrelevant.

Yours in Christ's Service,

March 20, 1973 GEORGE PATTERSON

MONTHLY EXTENSION NEWSLETTER PUBLISHED FROM CALIFORNIA

The first issue of the monthly Newsletter on TEE called "Extension" was pub-

lished in November. Rev. Wayne C. Weld of Fuller Theological Seminary writes

in the first issue: "not only is world-wide coordination and sharing necessary

(of TEE) but this must be realised as rapidly as possible by means of monthly

reports which arrive within a few days of printing. Several of us presently

at the School of World Mission of Fuller Theological Seminary have resolved

to produce the kind of Newsletter that will keep abreast of new developments.

Our news sources will be key men in extension programmes throughout the world

and the various organisations which presently are active in some phase of

extension work. As lists of available materials, notices of workshops and

other meetings, articles or observations which contain valuable insights,

and reports of the expansion of the extension movement reach us, they will be

sent on to those concerned." The first copy has been sent out free to m^y ot

those connected with TEE with the request that those who wish to subscribe to

the Newsletter should send in a cheque for $7.25 with their name and address

to "Extension", Wayne C. Weld, Editor, 135, North Oakland Avenue, Pasadena,

California 91101, U.S.A.".
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evangelical constituency. The seminars in Cairo, Egypt, and Beirut, Lebanon,

\jQxe somewhat smaller. Any similar seminars in the future, it was felt,

should aim to include more non-evangelical participants, ensure the use of

national speakers, ensure adequate time for assimilation and discussion of

materials presented, and offer advance and follow-up reading material. A full

report and evaluation is available from the Editor.

CHINESE THEOLOGICAL MEETING HELD IN THE PHILIPPINES

The Association for the Promotion of Chinese Theological Education (APCTE) held

its second annual meeting on April 23-27, 1973, at Baguio, Philippines, About

one hundred official delegates and observers from the Chinese churches of

South-east Asia and the United States gathered to consider twenty-seven major

papers. The theme of the week-long conference, "Theological Education and

Church Growth", is indicative of the main concern of the participants. The

texts of the position papers were distributed for fast feedback in the

discussion session which immediately followed the presentation of the papers.

Topics ranged from institutional co-operation to methods of evangelism, from

extension education to mass media, from curriculum to spiritual nurture, and

from literature to indigenous theological education.

The following are the four major decisions evolving from these meetings:

1. Membership which was formerly open only to qualified institutions

is now open to qualified individuals.

2. Six standing committees were set up: seminary-church cooperation,

literature, theological education by extension, faculty exchange,

finance, and curriculum. Chairmen were elected for each committee.

3. A target of $50,000 will be raised for its operation and endowment

funds

.

4. An executive secretary will be appointed to coordinate the programmes.

(Theodore J. Marr has been appointed to serve the 1973-4 term; Mr.

Marr is presently Executive Secretary of the proposed China Graduate
School of Theology)

.

This conference provided the crucial focal point for evangelical churches*
indigenous effort in the activities of her coming of age. It served as the

only pan-Asia Chinese Church meeting where serious discussions can be
accomplished. APCTE came into existence in January 1972 at a time when there
began a widespread conviction that theological education provides the foundation
for the growth and nurture of the church. Seminary administrators, teachers,
ministers and church leaders thus gathered together to share ideas, to pool
their resources, to inter- act, and to work out cooperative programmes in order
to meet the challenge of the twentieth century. The next meeting is tentatively
set for October 1974.

SEMINARY PLANNED FOR GERMANY

A new theological seminary will open in Seeheim, Germany, in September, 1973,
according to an announcement by the Greater Europe Mission. "The projected
institution will be the first interdenominational and evangelical seminary to
be formed in Germany," the release said.

The Seeheim Theological Seminary, as the new institution will be called, will
replace the present programe offered to graduates of the German Bible Institute
(Bibelschule Bergstrasse) . The four-year seminary programe will be staffed
with professors of highest academic standing and accreditation will be
actively sought, according to Dr. Robert P. Evans, founder and European
director of the Greater Europe Mission. The seminary will be interdenominational
in character. "Biblical inerrancy will form the keystone of the seminary»s
theological position," the report said. (MNS)

.
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The conviction that Christianity should be manifested in culturally relevant
terms has theological foundations. Biblically one cannot justify belief in the
cultural superiority of one society over another. The Hebrew nation in the
Old Testament enjoyed a privileged position, but in Christ all men and societies
stand on equal footing (Galatians 3:28). Human culture existed even before
the fall of man. It is one of the "good" things which God created. Cultural
diversification commenced as soon as men began spreading over the face of the
earth, but Scripture does not regard cultural diversity per se as undesirable.
One cannot therefore rightly consider Western cultures to be intrinsically
better than Asian or African cultures. Taken to its conclusion, there remains
no theological grounds for preferring a piano to a tam-tam as a medium of
worship in the church

.

The expression of Christian life in authentic cultural terms is also favored
by the fact that men tend to grasp most firmly that which is most familiar to
them. If the Christian faith is really for me, it must speak my mother
tongue, it must sing the music of my heart, it must wear the garments of my
society. I must feel at home in it both in life and in death. Intuitively,
we feel the importance of such a faith. Theologically we find its foundation
in the doctrine of the incarnation (John 1:14). When Christ appeared on

earth it was not as abstract man. Rather He appeared as a particular man,

rooted in a particular society and in its host of characteristic culture

patterns. Christ became a Hebrew in the fullest sense of the word, not to

indicate the superiority of the Hebrews, but to demonstrate the extent to which

He would identify with men of every culture.

A balanced application of these principles still remains to be achieved. How

in Africa today is it possible to evoke a form of Christianity which is not

only faithful to the truth of the universal, changeless Gospel, but which also

reflects the contemporary African cultural contexts in which the Church is

found? Too often churches are either theologically orthodox but culturally

alien, or they are culturally authentic but theologically heterodox. Many of

Africa's historic denominations and independent churches represent these two

extremes. How can a desirable synthesis be effected?

Dr. John S. Mbiti of Makerere College in Uganda suggests a three-fold answer.

First, a theological reflection is needed in which the very essence of Christ-

ianity is distinguished from its peripheral elements. This kind of study

would seek to identify that which is common to all genuine Christian experience.

Second, a cultural reflection is needed. In this case the aim would be to

isolate such values within traditional African cultures as couldand should

characterise an authentic response to the Gospel. Third, a practical reflection

is needed in order to determine just how a desirable localization of Christ-

ianity could be achieved in practice. (6).

These suggestions may very well lead to a fruitful change in the shape of

oJy in Mric. b„, ,h,ougl,o»t «‘%™ira Won d But ..,k .n

this direction needs to take place in a clearly

philosophical framework. The three following considerations are of special

importance in this regard.

First, for any serious theological analysis of this

of the Holy Scriptures for faith and life must be recognised

essential content of the Christian faith which is the same

places and circumstances. This central core of truth must be surrendered
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THE GOSPEL AND AFRICAN CULTURE

by Dr. John F. Robinson, of Bunia, Zaire

During the past one hundred fifty years the Christian Gospel has penetrated

practically all of the African continent. In every country men have embraced

it with joy and experienced its power. But the Gospel has not come without

accompaniment. It has made its appearance arrayed in the cultural attire of

the missionaries who proclaimed it. Those who carried the Gospel to Africa

had themselves embraced it. And the particular shape of their faith, having

been molded by their own Western cultural traditions, was inevitably transmitted

along with the Good News itself.

Christianity in Africa is, of course, no mirror image of occidental Christianity.

The patterns of Christian behavior exhibited by African believers bear the

indelible stamp of their own cultural contexts. But certain alien elements

often remain, particularly in the formalized ecclesiastical expressions of their

faith. For example, many churches still sing hymns set to European music. The

lyrics may or may not communicate to them in a relevant way. But certainly

the tunes reflect the cultural garb in which the Gospel arrived in Africa

rather than the natural musical expressions of those who received it. Through-

out the African churches one may find foreign accents, foreign objects, foreign

behavior. In such cases Christianity reflects the cultural context of the

foreign evangelists rather than that of the national believers.

Today this pattern is being challenged by African Christians themselves. They

are asking why Christianity cannot, for instance, have a dominant Bantu or

Wolof character rather than a residual Belgian or French flavor. Many are

convinced that it not only can but should.

At the Second National Synod of the Church of Christ in Zaire held in Kanshasa,

March 10-17, 1973, national evangelist Mavumilusa Makanzu made the following

statement which illustrates this growing attitude:

In the past the Gospel was brought to us in American and European

mentality. The Zairois people receive this proclamation because they

thought that the mentality of the missionaries was that of God himself.

But after 90 years of evangelization the Zairois people have discovered

that the thought patterns of the missionaries are not those of God,

Therefore the Zairois lay claim to a respect fortheir own ways of
thinking. (1)

Makanzu presses the point by saying:

"The Gospel of Life must be communicated to us in terms that we under-
stand, in a way that will make it more real and clear to us. We don*t

believe that the Gospel should be incompatible with the thought patterns
which God has given a particular people. The Gospel may become alive in

any people’s way of thinking. By its beam one’s mentality may be enlight-
ened or, where necessary, corrected." (2)

This plea for religion which exhibits both Christian and ethnic authenticity
is being heard in other parts of the Third World as well. A contemporary
Latin American theologian. Dr. Rene Padilla, decries the lack of incarnation
of the Gospel in Latin American culture. He calls for a demonstration of "the
relevance of Biblical revelation to our culture, the relationship between the
Gospel and the problems that the ChurcK is facing in our society." "The Gospel
still has a foreign sound, or no sound at all, in relation to many of the dreams
and anxieties, problems aind questions, values and customs of our life in Latin
America." (3)

Over thirty years ago the same assertion was heard in Asia. Professor Marcus
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theological dimensions of the issues. Others might analyze the actual
practices of the churches. Small research centers could be established in
existing theological institutions . In every case the discussions could have
an impact beyond their local areas if summaries of conclusions reached were
circulated to others working on such problems. Eventually, several consult-
ations representing a regional or even a continent-wide cross-section of
Christendom in Africa might be useful. The time for evangelical action is
long overdue.

Dr. Rene Padilla sees the urgency of this task mirrored in the weakness of
many Third World churches. He writes: "The church that does not feed its
faith through reflective thinking easily falls victim to the ideologies ...
of the day," Without criteria to discern what the Gospel demands in a
particular historical and cultural situation, the churches are buffeted by
whatever ideological wind happens to blow. Hundreds of second and third
generation "Christians" have left the Church because their faith lacked "a
sound theological basis and an understanding of the wider dimensions of the

Christian faith." For these young people the faith had been imported or
inherited. It had never become truly their faith." (12)

The Africanization of Christian faith and practice is essential to the full

accomplishment of the Church’s mission on this continent. There is one,

unchanging Gospel (Galatians 1:6-9), Its truth and power transform man within

his cultural context. New patterns of life inevitably emerge through its

impact. But these new patterns must be insofar as possible culturally

authentic. The Christian in Africa should be in his particular culture the

embodiment of those African values which are consonant with the will of God,

and he should express them in a distinctively Christian way. Only then will

the Body of Christ in Africa have become the incarnation of the Gospel that

God intended it to be.

NOTES

(1) Mavumilusa Makanzu: "La Vision de I'Eglise du Christ au Zaire pour les

cent ans a venir." (paper presented to the Second National Synod of the

Church of Christ in Zaire, Kinshasa, March 10-17, 1973) p.61 (Translation

mine) .

(2 ) Ibid.
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and appropriated by those who work for an adequate theological and practical

expresLon of the Gospel in African churches. (7) Christian theology in all

its aspects must be consistent with a conception of revelation which views the

Bible L the Word of God. When theology does not take the normative quality

of the Scriptures seriously, it loses its Christian distinctiveness. It

becomes merely human wisdom, a projection of man, in short, anthropology. ( )

Second, in undertaking a cultural analysis for the purpose of discovering

authentic African values it must be remembered that human cultures are not any

more morally neutral than human beings. Dr. Mbiti writes:

Because culture is the pattern of life of sinful man, every culture is,

ipso facto, a transmitter of human sinfulness .... The Church was careless

and neglilent about the question of indigenous cultures by throwing out or

rejecting traditional cultures at one point in the past. The Church is

equally careless in . . . now admitting indigenous cultures so readily back

into its life. Both approaches are dangerous. The Gospel must be allowed

complete freedom to judge African cultures almost without mercy so that

only what is of value is redeemed and thus fulfilled. (9)

Clearly the traditional social values together with the concrete historical

situation cannot become the final point of reference for interpreting ^d

applying the Gospel. Culture is not the locus theologicus . The lordship of

traditional culture must yield to the lordship of Christ in the thinking o

Nfbiti. "If there were nothing to be judged and nothing to be saved in African

traditional life, then there would be no need for Christianity on our continent,

(10) An exclusively situational Gospel is no Good News at all.

With this warning sounded, what approaches could the Church use in a serious

cultural reflection? Analysis of traditional culture in the full light of the

Scriptures is certainly essential. In the events of birth, puberty, marriage

and death, or in concerns with ancestors, magic, spirits and taboos, mission-

aries have too often summarily condemned beliefs and practices without either

fully understanding them or carefully exposing them to the entirety of Biblical

revelation. The role of traditional personnel and religious objects has also

frequently escaped critical evaluation. What elements really are, or are not,

compatible with sound Scriptural interpretation?

Important as traditional values remain, they constitute only one dimension of

contemporary African culture. Much of the modem world has also been consciously

accepted by Africans. Should new musical forms and instruments be rejected by

the Church because they are not traditional? Young people would not think so.

Must church architecture always be traditional? Hardly. There is much on this

continent which is not traditional but which has become truly African by

adoption. Any thorough cultural reflection must consider how 20th century life

can legitimately affect the shape of Christianity in Africa.

A concurrent approach would consist of appraising the practices and beliefs

which characterize the existing churches. To what extent are music, liturgy,

religious art, special ceremonies, clerical dress, church organization and

church architecture reflections of foreign cultural influence? Have theological

expressions and concepts been literally translated out of occidental dogmatic

tomes, or has an attempt been made to cast truth into forms which speak

dynamically to the people? At what points do Christian concepts of God, man

and the world coincide with traditional notions? Where do they conflict?

Unquestionably, both the theological and cultural reflections require extreme

sensitivity to a multitude of issues. But avoidance of these questions offers

no solution. Culture is constantly evolving. Present deficiencies promise

only to worsen with the passage of time if left uncorrected.

This leads to a third consideration, the practical reflection. How can this

localization, this contextualization of Christianity actually be brought about?

7.
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the laity as well as for the clergy. It is for young and old. It is anundertaking in which all sensitive, reflective ChrisUans should participate.
African Christians could begin now to organize local discussions on Christ-
1^1 y in African contexts. Some of these consultations might concentrate ontheological dimensions of the issues. Others might analyze the actual
practices of the churches. Small research centers could be established in
existing theological institutions. In every case the discussions could have
an impact beyond their local areas if summaries of conclusions reached were
circulated to others working on such problems. Eventually, several consult-
ations representing a regional or even a continent-wide cross-section of
Christendom in Africa might be useful. The time for evangelical action is
long overdue.

Dr. Rene Padilla sees the urgency of this task mirrored in the weakness of
many Third World churches. He writes: "The church that does not feed its
faith through reflective thinking easily falls victim to the ideologies ...
of the day." Without criteria to discern what the Gospel demands in a
particular historical and cultural situation, the churches are buffeted by
whatever ideological wind happens to blow. Hundreds of second and third
generation "Christians" have left the Church because their faith lacked "a
sound theological basis and an understanding of the wider dimensions of the
Christian faith." For these young people the faith had been imported or
inherited. It had never become truly their faith." (12)

The Africanization of Christian faith and practice is essential to the full

accomplishment of the Church's mission on this continent. There is one,

unchanging Gospel (Galatians 1:6-9). Its truth and power transform man within

his cultural context. New patterns of life inevitably emerge through its

impact. But these new patterns must be insofar as possible culturally

authentic. The Christian in Africa should be in his particular culture the

embodiment of those African values which are consonant with the will of God,

and he should express them in a distinctively Christian way. Only then will

the Body of Christ in Africa have become the incarnation of the Gospel that

God intended it to be.

NOTES

(1) Mavumilusa Makanzu: "La Vision de I'Eglise du Christ au Zaire pour les

cent ans a venir." (paper presented to the Second National Synod of the

Church of Christ in Zaire, Kinshasa, March 10-17, 1973) p.61 (Translation

mine)

.

( 2 ) Ibid.



(3) 'Rene Padilla, "Theology in Latin America", Theological News Monograph
No. 5, October, 1972, p.3,

(4) Marcus Ward, Our Theological Task (Madras: The Christian Literature
Society for India, 1946), p.l31.

(5) Ibid. p.ix.

(6) John S, Mbiti, "African Indigenous Culture in Relation to Evangelism and
Church Development" (paper presented at the Consultation on Frontier
Missions, Chicago, December 10-13, 1972) p.l2.

(7) Ward, Our Theological Task , pp. 18-19.

(8) Padilla, "Theology in Latin America," p.6.
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GENERAL CURRICULUM IN AFRICA AND THE AMERICAS

We are often asked which subjects are studied in various areas of the world.
For the information of our readers we set out below the subjects listed by the
AEAM Theological Commission in Africa, the George Allen Seminary in Bolivia
and our friends in Guadeloupe, a French-speaking island in the West Indies:

Africa (primarily English) . Bible : Genesis (2) or Pentateuch (3), Exodus (1),
OT History (1), Poetical Books (1), Isaiah (1), Prophets (1), Mark (1), Life
of Christ (2), Acts (2), NT Books (5), OT Survey (3), NT Survey (3). Bible
Background : Bible Times and Geography (1), Doctrine : Christian Experience (1)

,

Theology (4), Sects and Cults (2). Applied Subjects : Homiletics (1), Pastoral
Work (1), Evangelism (1), Home and Family (1), Church Growth (2). Biblical
Languages : Greek, Hebrew. Church History : Church History (2), Mission
(General) (1). Missions (Africa) (1). Christian Education : Sunday School (1),
CE-VA (1) . Related Subjects : English, Bookkeeping, Arithmetic, History.

Bolivia (Spanish) . OT Introduction, NT Introduction, Mark, Gen/Ex, Jer/ Isaiah,
Romans/Gal, Poetical, Church History, Sects, Biblical Theology, Syst. Theol,
Homiletics, C.E., Home, Pastoral, Church Growth.

Guadeloupe (French) . Hermeneutics, Bible Introduction, OT Survey, NT Survey,
Prophecy - Revelation, Greek, Church History, Missions, Non-Church Rel ./Cults,
Apologetics, Syst. Theology, Philosophy, Church Ethics, Homiletics, Educational
Programme of Church, C.E., Pastoral Care, Pastoral Leadership/Evangelism,
English Grammar.
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EDITORIAL RETHINKING ACCREDITATION

In the Third World of Africa, Asia and Latin America the basic level of train-
ing for the evangelistic, pastoral and social service ministries of the
churches continues to range from the Bible School certificate to the B.Th.
degree. Many Bible Schools are now aiming to upgrade their programme to the
level of B.Th. which is generally recognised as the highest level of under-
graduate training.

TAP is encouraging regional accreditation associations at the B.Th. level and
exploring the possibility of an International B.D. (See TN, Jan. 1973).

The response to the TAP questionnaire on accreditation and the International
B.D. suggests the need to rethink the concept of accreditation if theological
schools are going to meet the requirements of the churches of the future.

Theological education is in flux. Churches are re-evaluating their priorities
and the relevance of their ministries in a rapidly changing world. Some are
uncertain as to the message of the Gospel. Theological educators worldwide
are critically examining their curricula and training methods. Objectives need
to be clarified and reset. Dr. Saphir P. Athyal has rightly said: "Any valid
understanding of theological excellence ought to combine together knowing,
being and doing, as inseparably inter-related to one another," The challenge
before us is how to develop tools for testing these three basic areas of
training so that accredited standards acceptable to the churches may be
established. This demands fresh creative thinking, bold planning and action.
It can only be achieved through wide cooperation.

Traditional patterns of accreditation and university examinations have fairly
satisfactorily tested students* 'cognitive knowledge* in the areas of Bible
and Biblical languages, theology, ethics and philosophy, and church history.
In an age when scientific knowledge is rapidly expanding, these theological
tools must not be allowed to weaken.

Evangelicals declare the Bible to be God's inspired and authoritative Word,
The Bible is the authority for the Gospel of judgment and hope. It proclaims
a prophetic message of "Thus saith the Lord", Knowledge of Biblical content
is fundamental. However, in scripture, knowing is never just conceptual know-
ledge. It is always experiencing the truth. Knowing is inseparable from
being and doing. Thus evaluation tools need to be developed to test both the
student's cognitive input and his capacity to relate his understanding of the
Gospel to his own life and to the world. This calls for a more flexible

THEOLOGICAL NEWS is the quarterly newsletter of the Theological Assistance
Programme (TAP) of the World Evangelical Fellowship, Editor: Bruce J. Nicholls,
Union Biblical Seminary, Yeotmal, Maharashtra, India. Associate Editor:
John E. Langlois, Merevale, Forest, Guernsey, Channel Islands, U,K,
Subscription rates: ^2.00 per annum airmail, ^1.00 surface mail. All contents
freely reproducible with acknowledgment to "WEF Theological News".
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curriculum with greater emphasis on inter-departmental studies and theological

reflection rather than rote learning. Examination structures need to be

developed to test this relational understanding.

Theological education also concerns "being". It must be person-centred and

that person is primarily the student rather than the teacher. Rev. Peter

Savage notes: "The ministry cannot be like other professions where the person

can be divorced from his profession if he wishes. In theological education

the person is the message". Our objective must be to prepare and equip men of

God for the service of the Gospel. We must produce men and women who have a

living, resting faith with an insatiable hunger for holiness, a love for

Christ, compassion for all men and with the servanthood mind of Christ. In a

permissive age our students must become unreservedly obedient disciples of the

Master with courage to stand against the opposition of the Evil One. We need

tools to test these spiritual qualities if accreditation is to be valid.

These might include a periodic self-evaluation questionaire in which the

student's answers aim to help him evaluate his own spiritual growth. With a

greater emphasis on teacher and student living together and witnessing together,

regular reports by teachers and local church leaders, with whom the student

works, will be important. More emphasis should be put on the reporting of

panel interviews by trained counsellors. By such tests a reasonably objective

evaluation could be made of growth in spiritual experience.

Today renewed emphasis is being placed on "doing" and the acquiring of skills

for the varied ministries of the church. Some would put these skills before
knowledge. Perhaps it would be better to stress the simultaneous growth in

knowing, being and doing. It is essential that all theological students have
a basic training in the practice of evangelism, including establishing new
churches, in pastoral care, in apologetics, dialogical discussions and in the
use of mass media, in administration and in social service# According to the
gifts of the Spirit there should be freedom to specialize in particular
ministries. For these, testing techniques need to be developed. Entrance
requirements should include evidence of ability to lead a person to Christ
as Saviour and Lord. Regular reports of students' weekly and vocational
ministries should be kept and the degree of motivation in service assessed by
faculty and pastors. Practical training should include a three-way relation-
ship of student, teacher and pastor. Perhaps one term or semester in a three-
year programme should be devoted to 'in-service training'. A one-year
supervised 'curacy' after completing academic studies might be integrated
into the accrediting structure.

In summary, accreditation ought to include evaluation by the student himself,
his teachers, the church leaders and the congregation. The theological
school is responsible to the churches, not independent of them.

TAP would welcome the cooperation of individual theological schools and
churches in developing new concepts of theological excellence and the tools
for measuring it. If you have been involved in experiments in research
projects, or would like to be, please write to the Editor.

TAP-ASIA MEETINGS IN HONG KONG, DECEMBER 1973.

TAP-Asia is sponsoring four consultations from December 27, 1973, to January 5
1974, to be held at Morrison House, 5, Hatton Road, Hong Kong. About 60 persons
from different parts of Asia and the South Pacific are expected to attend.

I. TAP-Asia Executive and CATS Board Meetings. (Dec. 27-29)
Immediately after the opening session on the evening of December 27, TAP-Asia
Executive members and members of the CATS Board will give progress reports
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of the work since their last meetings in 1971 and 1972 respectivelystructure for the administration of TAP-Asla will also be proposed.
A new

II, Pan-Asia TEE Consultation (Dec, 27-29)
About 30 TEE workers from 11 Asian countries will meet to share and discusseir experiences in the TEE ministry. Reports of the development of TEE ineach country will also be presented as well as the following papers:

1) ^Curriculum Research for TEE", by Mr. M, Roemmele (India).
(2) ^The Problem of Sharing", by Mr. I. McCleary (India),
( 3 ) **An Asian TEE Research Centre", by Mr. M. Dainton (Indonesia).
4) ^The place of TAP-Asia in TEE", by Dr. Bong Ro (Singapore).

(5) The Cassette Tape Ministry", by Mr. F. Donaldson (Singapore).

A display of programmed texts produced in Asia, as well as cassette tapes,
will also be organised during the consultation.

’

III. Third TAP-Asia Theological Consultation (Dec. 31 - Jan, 3)
The general theme of the consultation is The Biblical Theology of Salvation .

Six research papers dealing with the theme and seven research papers on
different aspects of theological education will be circulated prior to the
meeting. Thirty participants from Asia and the South Pacific will take active
part in the discussion and evaluation. The research papers and the resolutions
of the consultation will eventually be published as a book.

IV. PIM Leadership Workshop (Jan. 1-5)

The purpose of this meeting is to enable programmed text writers and instructors
to share their insights and experiences in this area. Mr, Martin Dainton of
Indonesia, who is organising this workshop, states the objectives as follows:
(a) to learn to lead workshops more effectively, and (b) to consider theo-
retical aspects of PIM in TEE,

Sunday December 30 will be a day of worship and prayer for all participants
and then on Monday December 31 there will be a special meeting for participants
of all four consultations. For further information write to TAP-Asia, 33A

Chancery Lane, Singapore 11,

TEE WORKSHOPS IN FRANCOPHONE AFRICA

The first task of Dr. Paul S. White as Secretary for Francophone Theological

Education of AEAM was to set up a series of TEE workshops destined to inform

evangelicals as to the methods involved in organising and administering a TEE

programme. These workshops took place in July and August, 1973, when Dr,

White visited nine countries: Cameroon, Senegal, Upper Volta, Ivory Coast,

Chad, Central African Republic, Dahomey, Gabon and Zaire,

Evangelicals in francophone Africa had known relatively little about TEE until

these workshops. Here and there some had had contact through literature or

attendance at workshops in Anglophone areas, but by and large very little had

been done. It was therefore felt that introductory workshops would be the

logical place to begin. The material given by Dr. White included Bible studies

orientated to the subject of theological education, detailed descriptive

material as to how to organise and administer TEE programmes, presentation of

existing material in french, a study of the role of the professor, and two

simulated class periods during which TEE principles were employed in live

discussion of a prepared lesson. There were also times of discussion concerning

the application of TEE to each particular area. Dr, White reports that in

terms of results ‘obtained he feels that the workshops have been very valuable.

Nationals and missionaries alike have responded well and have testified to the

helpfulness of the concepts communicated.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Dr. Emilio Antonio Nunez of the Central American Theological Seminary,

Guatemala City, commenting on Dr. J.F. Robinson's article "The Gospel and

African Culture" (TN July 1973), writes:

"In Latin America we have very few Latin American theologians. In these

developing countries confronted by so many economic and social problems, we

cannot afford to limit ourselves to a program of theological education which
is only concerned about the numerical growth of the Church, There were

missionary pioneers in our countries who worked on the premise that because
most of the people did not have opportunity for education, there was no need

to go beyond the Bible School level in the training of leaders. The result of

that attitude is evident in the lack of a strong theological leadership for

the evangelical Church in Latin America.

We are not going to make ourselves felt positively in the molding of the theo-

logical thinking of our own culture unless we have men of God highly trained
to speak in a relevant way, and, most of all, in the power of the Holy Spirit,

His Word. From this point of view, it is imperative to raise the standards of
theological education.

On the other hand we should not be looking only for the creation of an evang-
elical 'intelligentsia* which would not be capable of communicating any longer
with their own people. But we need more Latin theologians to lead the way in
a theological and cultural reflection on the basis of the Word of God, to
reach the desirable relationship between the unchangeable Gospel and the
genuine values of our own culture. The fruit that these men of God would
yield for the benefit of the Church would not be little.

We have to be realistic in our task of training leaders for the Church in
Latin America. I believe that it is not necessary to establish a dichotomy
between the highly trained leader and the semi- literate peasant pastor as far
as their own ability to fulfil their ministry is concerned. Both of them, the
peasant pastor and the theologian, should be capable and willing to do the work
of an evangelist and the work of a pastor in their own area of duty."

EMILIO ANTONIO NUNEZ.

CONTEXTUALISATION : THIRD WORLD DISTINCTIVES

.

Following the publication of articles on contextualisation in the January and
April, 1973, issues of TN we wrote to Drs, Andrew Kirk, Bong Ro and Richard
Thomas to give their comments on contextualisation in the Third World. We
publish below what they consider to be the realities which are part and parcel
of the milieu in which the Church as the whole people of God in the context of
the Third World have to do their contemporary theological thinking:

General Distinctives - Dr. Andrew Kirk, Argentina.

1. The Church as disestablished, minority and without privibeges.

2. The Church in a period of increasing rejection of denominational emphases
and pan-denominational ecclesiastical groupings.

3. The Church in a period of rapid expansion with a consequent shortage of
formally-trained leadership.

4. The Church experiencing, by weight of numbers and spiritual vitality, the
gradual shift of the centre of Christianity from the West to its own doorstep,
without the necessary preparation to meet the challenges.

5. Contemporary society rapidly moving from different kinds of feudalism
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(tribal, class, etc.) to secularism, without any Intervening stages.
6, The Nations of the Thir.^ u*

g„.t ideoi.si„. p..„ •”

r;beUion a^Lsf 'the'l
^'^^jugation, in open and hostile

exploit them in order J

values and cynicism of the rich nations whichexploit cnem \ji order to grow yet richer.

the
ideologies to speak meaningfully tothe great human needs created by this situation.

^ y

Asian Distinctives - Dr, Bong Rin Ro.

i*i
sake, Asia can be divided into two sections: east of theMekong River comprises those under Chinese influence and culture, the 'more

intense people, those more likely to take to communism because communism is a
demanding taskmaster

; west of the Mekong River are those influenced by the
Hindu civilisation,

2. Most of Asia has experienced colonisation: Thailand and Japan are the only
Asian nations untouched by colonialism. Two interesting phenomena have derived
from this: first there is an intimate relation between the growth of the nation-
al church and western colonisation - note the small percentage of Christians in
Japan and Thailand (less than 17.); secondly, there is a sharper denominational
and ecumenical division among the churches where the American missionary
influence has been dominant than those dominated by the British,

3. Asia is the continent where the major wars of the past three decades have
been fought. These wars not only brought much suffering to millions of Asians
but also awakened them to the need for spiritual values.

4. A multi-religious situation exists in Asia with the presence of the major
religions of the world. Christianity represents only 27, of the total population.
There is a religious resurgence among the living religions in Asia, often in

close alliance with nationalism.

5. Asian nations are becoming conscious of the need for more interdependence
among themselves for common prosperity and peace, as the western forces are

withdrawn from Asia.

6. Two threatening forces are increasingly felt: communist subversive activ-

ities, particularly based in Red China, and aggressive Japanese economic

'recolonisation*

,

7. More and more Asian nations are not welcoming new foreign missionaries and

are restricting missionary activities in their countries.

Latin American Distinctives - Dr. Andrew Kirk, Argentina.

1* A uniform cultural background from the beginning of the 16th till the begin-

ning of the 19th Century, preceded by a diverse Indian culture, manifested

basically in the three great empires of the Aztecs, the Mayas and the Incas

(with slight; modification in the case of Brazil).

2. During this same period and with modified examples since the Wars of Indep-

endence, the Ibero-american nations have been profoundly influenced by the

outworking on a gigantic scale of the 'constantinian' notion of the relation-

ship between Church and State.

3. The Latin American nations, with very diverse consequences, have emerged

for a relatively much longer time from the period of colonialism than say the

African nations or some nations of the Far East.

4. The fact of belonging to the Western Hemisphere with all that that has

entailed in terms of North American 'involvement in the life of the Republics

to the south.
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A church which is still in its majority Catholic (now pluralistic) and in its

minority Protestant with two main characteristics: the phenomenon of Pente-

costalism and the phenomenon of the cultural and theological dominance of the

majority of the churches of North America (and largely from the Bible Belt ).

6, A continent without the challenge of any other major world religion,

7. A continent where the attraction of Marxist "messianism" is constantly and

fervently felt, particularly by the young intellectual.

Middle East Distinctives - Dr. Richard Thomas, Lebanon.

1 There are overall unifying factors that go into the making of the Arab World,

stretching from Morocco to the Gulf States. On the one hand we find the Muslim

religion to which 957, of the Arabs owe allegiance. On the other hand is Arabic,

the language of Muslim scriptures and of Arab nationalism.

2. Despite racial diversity and varieties of religious expression, the Middle

East is traditionally and predominantly monotheistic. Ancient traditions conduce

to strong religious pride and prejudice. Secularism and scepticism have made

inroads among the sophisticated and the youth, though these sections of the

population are not overtly anti-religious.

3. An intense anti-colonial mood pervades much of the Arab Middle East - a

mood that unites both Muslim extremists and leftwingers.

4. Potentially the Arab states taken as a whole are not poor, with vast oil

resources at their disposal to further their political objectives of unity and

glory. The problem is to distribute this wealth evenly.

5. The particular preoccupation of the Arabs at present is with the menace of

Israel

.

6. The ancient churches of the Levant and Egypt: membership just under ten

million (507. of the population in Lebanon, 127. in Egypt, 107. in Jordan and

Syria). There are some signs of renewal in many of these traditional churches.

7. Receptivity and openness: missionaries are not welcome in most Arab lands.

Lebanon* is a centre of missionary and ecclesiastical activity. Jordan and Egypt

have shown greater zeal in evangelistic efforts: they have made tentative moves

to send out Arab-speaking missionaries to more needy Arab lands. The pressing

need is for an interdenominational conservative evangelical seminary.

(Would any friends from Africa like to reflect on and define their cultural

situation? - Ed.)

WHAT IS THE CONTEXTUALIZATIQH OF THEOLOGY?

Editorial reflections on readers* response to the January and April, 1973,

issues of Theological News.

The contextualization of theology is becoming the ecumenical theological slogan

of the '70s. The Theological Education Fund (TEF) in its working policy for

the Third Mandate, 1972-77, states that a request for support submitted to the

TEF will be judged to have potential for renewal when there is evidence of

contextualization in mission ...contextualization in theological approach...

contextualization in educational method, , .contextualization in structure. The

TEF statement notes that indigenization "tends to be used in the sense of

responding to the gosf>el in terms of a traditional culture. Contextualization,

while not ignoring this, takes into account the process of secularity, tech-

nology and the struggle for human justice, which characterize the historical

moment of nations in the Third World,"



What then does contextualization mp;.n? For some, contextualization is situ-
^

^hodolo^iP
dialogue, reflection and action are the appropriate

-<1 culturally pluralistic world undLgoing

q 1
dominant emphasis of the Bangkokconference on Salvation Today. The organizers were more interested incontemporary experiences of salvation than in the exegesis of the Biblical

norm. The report of Section I (Culture and Identity) states: "Proper theology
IS reflection on the experience of the Christian community in a particular
place, at a particular time. Thus, it will necessarily be a contextual theo-
logy; It will be a relevant and living theology which refuses to be easily
universalized because it speaks to and out of a particular situation." (I.R.M.
April, 1973, p.l90). Thomas Wieser in his "Report on the Salvation Study"
describes the variety of responses to the question of Biblical authority. He
reports that tradition as well as the Bible was suggested as a norm for the
Gospel. The distinction between the content and form of the Gospel was meaning-
less in some parts of the world (Ibid. p.l71ff).

From another perspective M.M. Thomas argues that contextualization in salvation
is humanization. He writes: "The particular situation we face must determine
the method and language, and to a certain extent, even the content of the
message of the Gospel." (Salvation and Humanization p,47). Further he argues
that cultural and religious facts may radically reshape the form of the church,
"I cannot see any difference between the accepted missionary goal of a Christian
Church expressing Christ in terms of the contemporary Hindu thought and life

patterns and a Christ-centred Hindu Church of Christ which transforms Hindu

thought and life patterns within."

For evangelicals this understanding of contextualization is another Gospel. Is

there an alternative interpretation of contextualization? A member of the TEF

staff writes: "My lingering question is whether we can actually ‘purge* the

Gospel of cultural elements and then find a universal, pure Gospel everywhere

to be applied. That the Bible is the source and sole norm of faith, I fully

confess. But with the New and Old Testaments, where do we find the One Gospel

apart from the settings to which it was authoritatively addressed and under-

stood? Does not John use language different from Paul or Matthew or Luke?

They all witness to God*s saving work in Jesus Christ, but must we not take

seriously their varieties of expression without weakening for one moment the

unity of the Gospel and falling into an easy cultural relativism? It (context-

ualism) should not mean culture over biblical truth, if by that we mean that

authority comes from the context not the Bible. But the Gospel must always be

interpreted against a particular culture or it may be a disembodied Gospel. My

worry is that it will be the hidden presupposition of these who may proclaim a

"pure" Gospel when in fact it is indeed influenced by a particular historical

situation. The danger of failure to recognise our hidden presuppositions may

be as great (almost) as the danger of relativism, because the former too

would distort God's Word to men.

This is well stated but raises some fundamental questions. The presuppositions

of evangelical Christianity is that the form of the Gospel recorded in

Scripture is uniquely the work of the Holy Spirit overshadowing men of diff

erent social backgroLds in what they wrote. The givenness of both the revealed

content of the Gospel and its inspired form is a“
analogous to the divine human relationship in the

the content and change without modify^^^
baptise him into an

take Christ out of his
remits in another Gospel, because

Aryan culture as some are now trying
t mlturp conflict with

the fundamental religious presupposit ons o
The "pure" Gospel
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based on Biblically deduced principles of hermeneutics, the Holy Spirit illum-

inates our understanding of this one Gospel. Our calling is to the faithful

proclamation of the Gospel to- men of other and no faiths, ever searching for

points of contact and areas of spiritual need as bridges of communication. As

fallible agents of the Gospel we are conscious that it is the Holy Spirit who

is the real interpreter.

A consultant of the United Bible Societies who taught theology in Africa for

several years makes a significant comment on contextualization. He writes:

"The Bible Societies feel very strongly that the whole quest for biblical

theology must rest on proper translation methods. We believe that context-

ualization begins with taking the original writer's situation, intention and

cultural context seriously. This is the preliminary for translation. We then

try to express in today's language what the author tried to express in his

language.

In doing this we reveal the strangeness of the biblical message. To us then

contextualization comes after this discovery. It is only when the reader has

become aware of the cultural gap between the biblical author's context and his

own context that he will be able to begin to contextualize." Here contextual-

isation as "dynamic interpretation" seems to better fit the biblical norm

avoiding the dangers of relativism and religious syncretism.

An African evangelical theologian writes: "If contextualization has the idea

of 'milieu*, 'environment*, then the term could be profitably employed, A

theology would be verbalized in the idiom of each people concerned, meeting

their peculiar needs. This is very much needed in the Third World if Christ-

ianity is to find its root in the Third World, In Africa, for example, Bible

revision, indigenous hymn writing, writing of systematic theology in the context

of Africa will need to be undertaken. Such subjects as polygamy, the Christian

home and other such subjects will need to be carefully looked into, and

Biblical answers found,"

Professor Stanford Reid of the University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada, responded

to our editorial with an article entitled "The Contextualization of the

Reformation" in which he traces the acculturization of the Gospel from the

Constantine era to the Middle Ages. With the emergence of the Renaissance and

the "commercial revolution" a new context arose which was receptive to the

message of the Reformers who each appealed to different socio-cultural stratas

of society. Dr. Reid writes: "As one looks at every great revival of the

church one cannot but be impressed with the fact that "contextualization" has

been a fundamental characteristic of such movements." Here the term "context-

ualization" is being used in yet another way. (Copies of this article may be

obtained from our Guernsey office.)

Evangelicals in developing a theology of evangelism are concerned with the way

in which the Gospel is proclaimed, the nature of the visible response to the

Gospel, the issues of particular concern in a given society and the manner of

theological formulations. It is clear that the term "contextualization" is

going to lead to confusion and therefore we suggest it would be better to drop

it and search for a new formulation that effectively describes the communica-

tion of the Gospel in any given historical and cultural moment.

TEE FILMSTRIP WIDELY USED

Dr, Bong Ro reports increasing interest in the TEE filmstrip (complete with

cassette recording and script) produced by TAP-Asia, Requests have come from as

far as Europe, Ethiopia, South Africa, Latin America and the Asian and Pacific

countries. Of the 150 copies produced 50 have already been distributed in

Asia and 20 in the West,



TAP-Asia is seeking its membership for the purpose of closer cooperation

in the evangelical theological education in Asia, If your theological

institution, denomination or missionary society v/ants to apply for mem-

bership, please read the TAP-Asia Constitution and fill in the applica-

tion form on the last page and send it to us.



TAP ):> THEOLOGICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM -ASIA

Member of TAP International

OPERATIONAL CONSTITUTION FOR TAP-ASIA

TAP-ASIA
33A, Chancery Lane

SINGAPORE 11.

I Name : The Association shall be called

nHstance Progranune - Asia, hereafter referred to TAP-

•Asia. The registered office of the Association shall be

f,% at '33A Chancery Lane, Singapore 11, or such place as the

Association shall dotcrminc*

TT Vob-iectives : 1 To draw together in fellowship evangelical

theological churchmen and bodies for the coordination of

functiLal projects of common concern such as the develop-

ment of national evangelical theological commissions

societies, sponsoring of centres for advanced studies and

reseSch^ stLngthening of the work of
,

theological education

by extension and the production of evangelical theological

literature. . j
‘

2 To offer consultative service and assistance through

the ministry of national regional and functional coordinators.

3 To provide an organisational structure

Ind strengthening of projects in the area of theological edu-

cation being sponsored hy evangelical theological institutions,

churches and agencies in Asia.

Ill . Statement of Faith : We believe m
1 The divine inspiration of the ^oly Bible of sixty six books

of the Old Testament and New Testament as the infallible Word

‘ - of God, Ss consequent uniqueness, entire trustworthiness and

supreme authority on all matters of faith and conduct

.

2 One God eternally existent in three persons,- Father, Son

and Holy Spirit.

3 The full deity and humanity of the

representative and substitutionary death,

'tion and personal return to glory to consumni^be His Kingd .

4 The dignity of man created in ihe image
.

versal siSulLss, his need of repentance, redemption and

Shriueh faith .Iona in Christ oruoxfiad .nd

risen from the dead.

5 The resurrection of all men either to eternal lif e to

eternal death. ;v;r- -r •

6 The illumination regenerating, indwelling. and. sanctifying

tork of Spirit enabling the
.arid

effectively to the Gospel and to serve responsibly in the woria

7 The unity in our Lord Jesus Christ of all believers who

comprise the Church. ^

8 The total mission ®f^he Church to the whole ma^ society

in tlie contemporary text in obedience to God accoraing

Scriptures.

IV Mfbmher.ship and relation to other bodies :

1 Membership will be- open to

to' the conditions of the Constitution including affirmati

of the Statement of Faith.

2 TAP-Asia shall be an autonomous fellowship withiits own

membership and executive committee. .. .-

3 TAP-Asia shall be a member body of Theological Assistance

programme International.
v. +

4 . All members shall pay the annual membership fee to e se

by the Executive Committee*
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V Meeting of the Association

1 The Association shall be composed of all member bodies*
2 The Association will normally meet every four years*
3 The Association shall appoint the TAP-Asia officers and

the members of the Board,
4 The officers shall be the General Coordinator, the Regional

Coordinators, the Functional Coordinators and the Admini-
strator, f'r.

5 The Board shall function on behalf of the Association
’ between meetings, ’ '

. t: . . - r f .

' i.--
. r

•

-.o- •

, V
VI TAP-Asia Board *

^ j--.)

'A^ Membership • The Board shall be composed o,f .

' S. J'.-j j j .7 I ,
,

j

^ ‘ /
1 The General Coordinator . for Asia who shall be Chairman

of the Board.
2 Regional Coordinators for N,Eo Asia, SiE. Asia, S, Pacific,

^

S. Asia and Wc Asia, —

\\ ‘3 Functional Coordinators with a maximum of three as appointed
' by the-Board^

,

^
^

4 The Chairman of the Board for the Centre for Adyahced
Theological Studies or his nominee.

^

5 4 ,The Executive Director of the Pan-Asia Foundation.
6^ The TAP-Asia Adminiat. rator ex-officio who shall he secretary/

treasurer for the Board™
' 7 The International Coordinator for the Theological Assistance

Programme ex“officio, and the International Secretary
of World Evangelical Fellowship as a consultant*

B Functions .

:

1 To execute the policy and programme of TAP-Asia as determined
by the Association, ^

2 To appoint coordinators and receive their reports.
' 3 To appoint a nominating committee to provide a ^panel of

names for the election of officers of the Board.
*- 4 To scrutinize and approve applications for membership in

the Association,
5 To fill vacancies in the BoardT
6 To dispose of any Other business not otherwise ^provided for.

Members of the Board shall be appointed for a tePm of four years
r^and: be; eligible for re-election^

Ihe quorum for the. meetihgs of the Board shall be one third of its
membership* J ri

' b c
='‘

VII Coordinators
; =

The work of TAP-Asia shall be condirtited 4:hr».QUgh the <?oor-
^ ^

• dinators and the administrator who all shall be directly
responsible to the General Coordinator'. ,

2 There shall be Regional and Functional Coordinators as

appointed by the Association as the need arises.

3 The Coordinators arid the Administrator* shall be appointed
by the Association for a term of three' yeai^fe and be
eligible for re-appciiitment . c.

: 4 National Coordinators o!lall be appointed; by the Board.

VIII Finance :
;

’

^

TAP-Asia will receive and disburse finance according to the

objectives of the Association, TAP-Asia will be responsible
for the management of any Trust or Foundation appointed by

its Board. An annuaf audited statement of account shall be

required

•
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IX Amendment to the Constitution

Amendment to the Constitution may be initiated at a meeting of

the Board of the Association on a three-quarters majority vote
of members present at the meeting. The proposed amendment
must be passed by a three-quarters majority vote of those
present at a subsequent meeting of the Board not less than
ten months after the amendment had been initiated. Members
of the Association must be notified within thirty days of the
meeting at which the amendment was initiated,

X Dissolution :

The Association may be dissolved on the recommendation of the
Board on the approval of a three-quarters majority of the
members of the Association voting by post. In case of dis-
solution the assets of the Association shall be transferred
to the office of Theological Assistance Programme International.

XI By Lavs :

By-laws for the general administration of the Association shall
be made or amended at any Board meeting provided they are
carried by a two-thirds majority vote of members present and
provided that due notice of thirty days be given in writing
to all members of the Association,

By-Laws :

1 Membership in the Association shall be open to :

a Evangelical theological institutions offering a minimugi
of three year residential programmes with a recognised
degree or diploma,

b National evangelical theological commissions or societies,
c National or regional centres for advanced theological

study and research,
d National organisations formed for the coordinating of

Theological Education by Extension,
e Any other evangelical organisation with specific involve-

ment in theological education.

2 Associate membership (without voting privileges) shall be
open to :

a Denominational bodies
b Mission agencies
c Evangelical publishing houses
d Any other evangelical organisations which do not qualify

for full memberships

3 The annual membership fee for full and associate members
shall be the equivalent of US$10.

THE MEMBERSHIP FORM Date.-Jvr-:

Name (Institution/Society/Organisation ) _

Address —
Oo behalf of our Institution/Society/Organisation, I would like to become

a full/associate member of TAF-Asia and work closely with other evange-

lical theological schools in Asia,

Position Signature

* All members of TAP-Asia will receive the TAP^s quarterly newsletters,

Theolopical News & Programming News and any other relevant materials

free,
^ Enclose US$10, 00 annual membership fee and mail to :

Dr Bong Ro, TAP-Asia, 33A Chancery Lane, ^NGAPORE 11.



Address: '^The Pole of Theologians in Asia”

Harold S. Hong
President
Methodist Theological Seminary
Seoul, Korea

It is a very significant event that we who are involved in
theological education in the region of North East Asia have gather-
ed together this evening to begin discussions about the matters of
common concern.

Generally speaking, today *s situation of theological education
in our region can be likened to a difficult combat at the warfield
v/ithout allies' help. Theological education really faces to the
moment of crisis in a true sense of the ’vord, Hov/ever, it is en-
couraging that v/e have gathered here this evening vm.th the strong
cpirit with which difficult hurdles can be overcome, for v/e are the
feeble and helpless creatures as individual.

This evening I would like to register myself to the three-fold
phases of our immediate concern for theological education, namely,
1) theological students, 2) churches, 3) theologica.1 teachers,
for these three factors particularly drav/ our closer attention.

First, it seems that theological schools as the constituent
part of the university continue to exist v/ith Justification that
they stand for as the meaningful symbol of the "Christian university”.
Hov/ever, they may be is reality a kind of unv/anted child, for theo-
logical education is a very expensive venture, which is far beyond
self-supporting. It is also true that theological schools are often
blamed for damaging the prestige of the university because of the
lower standard of theological students.

Second, it is an alarming fact that most of theological schools
outside the university setting are facing to the most critical
financial situa.tion, ether they are getting financial support from
the churches or not. It v/ill soon reach the crucial stage of ex-
istence or non-existence, unless some positive actions are taken

What about the quality aspect of the ministrial candidates v/ho

are com:' ng to theological schools? If I speak v/ith all honesty
looking back some 20 years of my experience as a theological educat-
or, it must be pointed out that the larger percentage of the incom-
ing students do not ha.ve any clear concept of ministry nor the vocat-
ional committment to the ministry. They usually coming from the
families of lov/er income. Some of them are even forced to come to
the theological schools simply because of their inability to compete

for it.



at the entrance examination to the colleges '..''here competition is
relatively higher. More serious matter is that they are often be-
coming cynical and antagonistic towards the others in the educat-
ional process perhaps due to the inferior complex. It seems, hov/-
ever, miraculous that this negative attitude diminishes by the time
of graduation.

I would like to say a few vrords about the situation of the
churches as the supporting organization of the theological schools.
While the people of the Christian community recognize that theolo-
gical school Exists as an academic institute for ministrial training
they do not seem to believe that the seminary education is essential
ly indispensable for the ministrial candidate. On the contrary,
those of the fanatic group who have never had theological training
at the seminary become more influencial than ordinary seminary
graduates. They are severely antagonistic to the latter. Because
of their strong influence, any attempts for the renev/al of the chur-
ch result only in vain, making little impact upon the life of the
church. Putting into another term, the gap between church and theo-
logical school becomes wider and wider, and the tie for the positive
communication between them is completely cut off.

On the whole, Asian Christians seem to welcome those ministers
of Shamanistic tendency who ha.ve never grasped the essential concept
of the Christian ministry. The question such as "why is it that
conservative Christian group flourishes much more than liberal
Christian group?" is a challenging question not only to the churches
in North America and Latin America, but it has become a more serious
question to the churches in Asia.

From this point v/e should turn our attention to the situation
of the Asian theologians. It is to be admitted tha-t the rapid eco-
nomic and political development of the underdeveloped countries in
Asia, and the deep-seated consciousness of the selfhood of Asian
people as a vfhole, have intensified the effort of Asian theologians
toward the indigenous theology. ’

7e hope that this movement of the
indigenization will not result in the rebirth of the liberal theo-
logy of 19th century.

It has been v/idely linov;n that some sensitive theologians who
had closely v;atched the remarkable development of technology and
social science in the stream of modernization have attempted to
build Christian apologetics in the frame of secularization. Bishop
J.A.T. Robinson of England, and Harvey Cox, ax American theologian,
have been knovm as the representatives of the theology of seculari-
zation, This movement was motivated by the concern for improving
creative dialog between theology and other academic disciplines.
The Cox ^ s"Secular City" is one of the main products of such an
attempt. Hov/ever, it should be noted that Cox's work has not' been
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appreciated ty the leading sociologists. On the other hand, the
biologists claim that the results of their research are so special-
ized that ordinary theologians* can hardly comprehend, v/hile social
actionists blame that theologians are' usually too v/eak to carry their
ideas into positive action.

Although theologians v/ho are being threatened from the academic
vrarld go about seeking their allies, unforunately they do not receive
friendly responses. Most theologians v/ho are engaged in theological
education are financially under-priviledged. Their social status
is usually lov/er. It is difficult to anticipate any bright future
for them.

It remains as an ancient myth that theology is the queen of all
sciences. Because of its unproductivity in the material sense,
theology as such is not a popular science in many countries in
Asia v/here the national interest is mainly bocussed on the material
prosperity. Pastors and monks are often regarded as helpless people
who are relying on the lov/er income for their insignificant services.
They may have to go long way until they can enjoy due respect and
prestige in their community,

I am convinced that the fate of today *s theologians is not
very different from that of the ancient prophets of the Old Testa-
ment time who were least popular among the people surrounding them.
Nevertheless, they never ceased to proclain *’the voice of the desert"
to the people from whom they received ill-treatment. They found
comfort and encouragement nowhere but in the love of God which was
the sustaining power. Likewise, theologians in the developing
countries in Asia will have to continue the unpopular and difficult
mission of God however they may receive negative responses from the
people they serve.

It seems that nowadays people are getting tired of the so-called
"Academism" or "Intellectualism" as such. They have begun to see
the limit of the science-dominating civilization. '7hy is it so?
It is true that modern man has accumulated packages of scientific
knowledge never known before, and has made success in exploring the
outer space which was also unknown for the long history of mauikind
up to the present. However, he has discovered that scientific
technology does not provide any conclusive answer to the fundamental
question of man*s existence, i.e, the true way of life.

Scientists spend many hours confining themselves to the labor-
atory for the endless research. However, they are not willing to
assume responsibility to rescue the v/orld from the crucial situation.
The v/orld is crying for the meaning of the life which has been
endangered by the modern technology, f'^ho can then fill in the
spiritual vacuum of the modern man v/ho has gone through the process
of scientific development to the full measure?



It is my conviction that only theologians can produce the
solid stuff yhichvd.ll enrich the spirituality of the modern man.
We are familiar \/ith a phrase, '* man can never endure vd.thout vision'^
It is, therefore, the responsibility of theologians to provide a
light of vision to the people of the modern world. In order to
fulfil their responsibility, they will need closer encounter and
communication vd.th God for the spiritual enrichment. For that
purpose their study room man be used as a chapel for prayer as well.

Asian theology can hardly be justified if it does not make
any impact on the movement of modernization aiming at the economic
self-support, and the movement of liberation for the oppressed
people. The ideas of salvation, freedom, and justice must be form-
ulated v/ithin the Asian context.

iVe Asians have treasured the oriental wisdom which had ever
produced the excellent culture in the ancient time. ’7e are convinced
that Asians will be able to produce the genuine Christian theology
which is not built upon the v/estern logics of the nature verses
history, and matter verses spirit, but upon the iigics of recon-
ciliation which embraces the both elements.

Let us hope to present to the world a vital Christianity rooted
on our Asian soil, which is the combination of the wisdom of Tagol
and Gandhi, passion for the Gospel shov;n hy persons like T. Kagawa
cUid Yamamuro

, and adding to them the evangelistic zeal of the
Korean Christians. It v/ill be a reverse traffic of the Christian
mission from the East to the West.
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PERSONAL REPORT: June 1972-73

Samuel Hugh Moffett

The year began with the loss of an old friend, Elder

Suh Pyong-Ho. Son of the oldest Korean Protestant family, and

first Korean Infant baptized as a Protestant, he was always a

visible reminder of how young the Korean church with which we

work really ls»

His father was In the seminary’s first graduating

class of seven students In 1907. Since then over three thousand

have graduated to serve the Lord In this land. This year s

eraduatlng class numbered 77. Of that first class, one was sent

a missionary to far-off Cheju-do. They go even farther to-

Because of the Increasing number of Korean foreign mlsslon-

•s and the church's continuing awareness of Its world-wide

Sion. I was asked to open an Institute of Missions at the

seminary. It began this spring with a series of special lectures

on mission. The first lecturer was Dr. Peter Beyerhaus, pro-

fessor of missions at Tubingen University. The second series.

In Kay wxk featured lecturers from the church, Including Dr.

George’L. Palk, the church historian and former president of

Yonsel University, and the Rev. Pang Chl-Il, who was the last

Presbyterian missionary to leave communist Qhlna. The thlrc

series. In Kay, was by members of our own faculty.

I continue to teach Aslan Church History, Presbyterian

Church History, and Current Trends In World Mission In addition

to my administrative responsibilities as Associate President.

This involves the school's graduate studies program. Including

a new Institute of Korean Church History under the direction of

the Rev. Kim Kwang-Soo, nephew of the late church historian,

the Rev. Kim Yang-Sun.

Outside the focus of the seminary, committee and

board responsibilities at Yonsel and Soongjon Universities,

the Korean National Council of Churches, Korea V/orld Vision,

the Korean Christian Literature Society, Yonsel's Institute

of Urban Studies and Development, and the United Graduate

School of Theology at Yonsel, as well as a proposed Center lor

Aslan Theological Studies, are all Important reminders that

theological education Is not an end In Itself but must continue

to reach out through the church Into the world.

My official contact with the Korean church Is through

Seoul presbytery which will celebrate Its 100th meeting May 15.

Somewhat grudgingly coming to terms with the new

emphasis on six-continent missions, I have found myself

back and forth to church conferences In California last fall,

and being elected to th<» Board of Trustees of a

college In the state of Washington this spring, Whitworth College

But the focus remains Korea, and the call Is still to Korea,

and the Lord be thanked for another year In ^Is land of open

doors and continuing challenge. aBes^^tfuDjly

Hugh iroffett



OUR VIEWPOINT WITH REGARD TO THE ARREST OF CHURCH WQRK^ tS

Below is set forth a statement of the opinion of our

Church, The Presbyterian Church in the Republic of Korea,

which has instructed its Committee on Church and Society to

carefully investigate the facts with regard to the recent

arrest of Park, Hyung Kyu, minister, and Kwon, Ho Kyung, lay

evangelist, of the Seoul Presbytery of our Church, and the

arrest on December 13, 1972, and subsequent release on medicali

grounds, of Eun, Kyung Ki, minister, of Chunju, Chun Puk

Presbytery.

1, With regard to the incident of Rev. Park, Hyung Kyu,

minister of Cheil Church in Seoul, and Mr. Kwon, Ho Kyxong,

lay evangelist of the same church; since their own words with

regard to the charges are not yet publicly known, it is not

yet the time for us to express an exact opinion adequately.

However, having e xamined the facts of the indictment, re-

leased by the authorities concerned, it looks to us as though

what they intended was nc "hing more than an indirect appeal

to the authorities in power, based on their faith in dam^crac”,

and in a spirit of anti-communism, the spirit on which the

Republic of Korea was founded, led by their Christian con-

sciences. While we believe that this matter will be justly

dealt with by law, still our Church is deeply concerned by

and deeply regrets the arrest of active ministers.

2. Rev. Eun, Myung Ki, who was arrested while praying

in his own church, and indicted on suspecion of having stated

his private opinion according to his Christian conscience to

a couple of members of his church, was released from prison

on February 7, 1973, on medical grounds, but now, eight months

after the indictment, his case is still not concluded, his

trial is continually postponed, and in the meantime, he is

not allowed to witness to the Gospel—a minister's very mis-

sion—and he is unable to conduct the pastoral ministry of

his church. This may cause not only all the churches under

our General Assembly, but also all Korean churches, working

towards evangelising fifty million Koreans, to have grave

fears that such things point to the restriction of our mission.
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3. In our opinion, such a chain of events will eventu-

ally result in the concern that freedom of faith and mission

is being limited, and basically this is related to freedom of

speech, one of the basic human rights of a democratic society.

4. we are convinced that the extension of individual

freedom, and the people's trust in democracy are the best

means of dealing with an autocratic communist structure, and

this, we firmly believe is the basis on which the Republic

of Korea was established, and we are sure that even to the

present time, the true spirit of patriotic sacrifice has grown,

and that this has kept Korea free.

5,

The Korean Church has a long history of being a

patriotic body, perhaps more so than any regime or authority

in power, and this has made it the spiritual backbone of the

people, through having positively participated in fighting

against Japanese oppression, and having never stinted in its

sacrifice to secure freedom and independence of the nation in

the causa of upholding the bulwarks of democracy and fighting

against the encroachment of communism. Furthermore, the

Korean Church is not a political body, which today, and again

tomorrow gives its loyalty to any specific political regime,

but it is a religious body whose ultimate loyalty is to i-he

Word of God, which it follows according to its faith and con-

science, not only for the sake of the spiritual salvation of

the nation, but also for the purpose of helping to bring

about permanent prosperity and the stature of national fraadoin

6.

Therefore, if the Government, or any secular group

suppresses Christian workers performing their prophetic mis-

sion according to the Word of God as directed by their Chris-

tian conscience, it is, in our view, a matter of deep concern

because this is a question of life and death to a Christian s

faith.



7. We request the prayers of all the churches of Korea,

as well as all the churches of the world, not only for the

churches of our particular denomination, but also that the

case of our three co-workers may be settled promptly according

to God’s goodness and justice

•

8. We earnestly request the related Government authori-

ties to deal judiciously with this case promptly, with real

understanding of the nature of the Church and the mission of

Church workers.

Dated the 7th day of August, 1973,

Under the Seal ofi

Rev, Jae Suk Park

Moderator of the General Assembly

Rev. Hae Young Lee

Chairman of the Committee on Church
and Society

The PrsHbyterian Church in the
Republic of Korea.
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JCP's Miyamoto: Blaming the bomb.

run by a chairman and several other

Marxist theorists who are not members

of the Diet. In this instance, Chairman

Miyamoto switched signals on a long-

standing policy without any reference

to the party’s Diet members who were

elected by the people. It is strange that

this dictatorial method of operation,

albeit still within the party, has gone un-

challenged.”

SOUTH KOREA

Pastor politics

By A Correspondent

Seoul: The South Korean Government

announced on July 6 that a group of

activists had been arrested for “attempt-

ing to overthrow the Government by

force.” According to the Administra-

tion, fifteen agitators led by a Presby-

terian pastor had distributed leaflets at

last April’s Easter sunrise service in one

of Seoul's public parks. The leaflets call-

ed for the “revival of democracy,” ac-

cording to the government report.

Tl\is latest mass arrest is instructive in

a number of respects. It is the first time

that a minister of religion has been

charged with plotting against the Gov-

ernment. Following last October’s im-

position of martial law, a number of

ministers were arrested, detained, or

placed under house arrest. But the

charges, when any were stated, were

simply “spreading rumours.” The proxi-

mate causes were sermons in defence of

democracy, and the ministers wore freed

after short periods. Only one is still un-

der house arrest: Rev. Eun Myong Gi, of

JOLV 16. 1973

Chonju. The Government seems willing

to drop its charges if he agrees to leave

the country.

The latest to earn the authorities’

wrath is Rev. Pak Hyong Kyu, pastor of

Seoul’s First Presbyterian Church. He is

one of the most admired clergymen in

Korea, and the Government’s move

against him is seen as a warning to other

socially-conscious clergy. This is borne

out by the fact that two Western mis-

sionaries have also been called in and

told to stop supporting social action

here.

What frightened the Government was

not the scattering of 2,000 leaflets

among the 100,000 worshippers at the

Easter service - certainly not evidence

of an attempt to “forcefully overthrow

the Government” — but the fact that

Rev. Pak and his followers were organis-

ing the 1 million people who live in

Seoul’s slum neighbourhoods. The

minister is head of a community action

committee whose purpose is to organise

the slum dwellers so that they can de-

mand such necessities as security of re-

sidence for their families and school pri-

vileges for their children. The govern-

ment report did not mention this aspect

of the case; it s'tated only that those ar-

rested had been “organising action

groups with rhalcontent Christians to

topple the present Government by

force.” Most of those arrested were con-

nected with the Korean Christian Stu-

dent Federation.

The pattern of organising is the clas-

sic model, with organisers going into a

slum area to live and holding discussions

with the residents aljout their lives and

their grievances'. As the community de-

velops consciousness of its own plight

and the political reasons for it, natural

leaders in the community begin taking

over the work of developing action pro-

grammes.

The most recent case in Seoul, and

the one that led to the arrests, is that of

the Songjong Dong slum. The Seoul city

administration in March ordered the

1,500 slum dwellers there to vacate

their wood-and-tarpaper shacks by the

end of June because a subway under

construction needed the land. Rev.

Pak’s committee immediately sent in a

number of organisers led by Lee Ki

Song. By May, the community had soli-

dified enough to draw up a petition and

send it to President Park Chung Hee ask-

ing for compensation. The result was

that the community leader, a man nam-

ed Kang, was arrested, beaten, and told

not to organise any more petition

drives.

The committee’s next move was to

send letters to the diplomatic missions

in Seoul as well as to church groups

abroad asking for their support. This

action further incensed the Government

because it meant the airing of dirty

bnen among foreigners whose support is

needed in the coming UN “battle”

against North Korea. The committee

members were repeatedly picked up,

questioned and released, but no charges

were forthcoming.

Since there is no specific law against

community organising, permanent ar-

rests with filed charges were not made

until June 29 - not July 5, as announc-

ed by the Government. The Govern-

ment apparently was able to base its

charges of “plotting to overthrow” on

the “confession” of one of Rev. Pak’s

workers. This man. Son Hak Kyu, had

been arrested in late May and, according

to his friends, was tortured until he

“confessed” that he had been involv-

ed in an insurrection attempt led by

Pak.

While it seems undeniable that the

leaflet distribution was carried out by

some of Pak’s young followers, it does

not explain the charges of plotting to

overthrow the Government or the arrest

of the community organisers, especially

the organiser in Songjong Dong, I^c Ki

Song*. At the time of the mass arrest, he

was in a Seoul hospital recovering from

an illness contracted in the slum area.

His arrest was ordered by the Army

Security Command — which handles in-

surrection cases — on July 1, but hos-

pital authorities refused to release him. I

went to interview him on the afternoon

of July 5 and found him watched over

by two men who introduced themselves

as plainclothes policemen. An interview

being impossible under those condi-

tions, I left and returned that night,

hoping his guards would be gone. They

were, but so was Lee. Hospital autho-

rities said they did not see him leave but

thought that he left voluntarily. His

whereabouts remain unknown.

Meanwhile, community organising in

the slums has come to a standstill while

activists await the outcome of the pro-

ceedings against Rev. Pak and hJs group.

This, apparently, is the result the Gov-

ernment had been hoping for. However,

it is reliably reported that organising

among; the peasantry, which has been

going on at an accelerated pace since

last year's martial law declaration, is

continuing, and that some 1.000 vil-

^

lagers have been questioned about train--

ing seminars they have attended. Arrests

of Cliristian. organisers in the country-

side, observers say, will occur in the not-

too-distant future.

FAR EASTERN ECONOMIC REVIEW



Korea Commission Representative Office

The United Presbyterian Church, U. S. A.

Date;

To:
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MR. WOOCHUN SHIM

Office Mail

Chrisiian Cenier (Rm. 801 ) The Uniied Presbyterian Mission

Yonchi Oong Chonyiio Ku, Seoul I P 0. Box 1125. Seoul. Korea

Tel 74-0757
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COJFIDBrriAL
Snmm^red

Dr. L. Newton Thurber
Frograa Agency
Ihited Presbytexlan Church U«S«A.
hl5 fdverslda Drive
New Toric, N.T. 10027

Dear Newtx

1 hope soon to find someone who can cany this to you. I want to give
you more Infoxmatlon a];^t the recent arrests.

The Rev. I^rong-1^ Park has now been transferred from the CID idiich
arrested him to the \09st Qate prison ^ere he Is being interrogated
by Prosecutor Ho-Chol Moon. He is being defended by a bright young
lavyer, Song-Hon Han^^o is highly respected but not a Christian.
The CID seans sonetdiat embarrassed at its lack of strong evidence
against him. There is some tension between the CID and the CIA as
each tries to prove itb the strongest link guardin^Securlty of the
Republic. Itb possible if the CID drops charges the CIA will pbobably
pick it up so there is no ground for optimism.

Cables of support have been received from Daniel Psric of the W.C.C.

Privately we are concerned at the increase of brutality in police
interrogation. The Rev. Sung-Hyuk ChOy Methodist minister foinerly
connected with industrial relations work in Inchon and now unofficially
in the K5CF office^ was arrested the day after Rev. Psirk and was beaten
very badly but released. Rev. Park, according to reports leaked out of
the Prosecutor's office, was tortured twice in what they call the
“elevator" which is siqpposed to be particularly eoccruclatlng. His
condition is reported as satisfactory, however, and he keeps singing
h^nns and praying.

Tbday's newspaper (copy enclosed) describes new govexrsnent restrictions
against public rallies. This seems to be aimed particularly at the
church. You %d.ll remember the main charge against Park is that somehow
he was linked with the distribution of anti-govenment leaflets at the
Raster morning service.

^ will try to keep you continually informed of davelopn ents

.

Sine erely,

S.R.Wl8on «o«att



In 14 Cities

Decree Curbs
Public Rallies
The government yesterday promulgated the im-

plementation decree of the Law Concerning Assemb-

!

lies and Rallies, banning or restricting outdoor meet-
ings on 93 streets in 14 major cities across the na-
tion.

The decree, whose mother law underwent a sweep-
ing revision’ by the now de-
funct Extraordinary State
Council (ESC), was approved at
a regular Cabinet meeting June
26 and came into effect with
its promulgation.
The implementation decree

requires the organizer of any
outdoor gathering to submit to
the government authorities
concerned an official report
verifying the purpose, date and
place of the meeting in ad-
vance.
The report must carry the

name, address, age and occu-
pation of a rally organizer and
appointed speakers, the decree
says. It also requires prior in-
formation on the subject to be
discussed and summaries of
speeches.
The decree also lists as of-

fenses against the stability of
social order, as already pro-
vided by the mother law, acts
of:

—Tormenting oneself by
means of repeated shouts,
blood-writing, self-burning or
harakiri;
—Carrying or wearing badg-

es. placards or clothes which
may threaten the social or-

der:
—Spreading or distributing

leaflets or other printed mat-
ter detrimental to the social
order, and—Holding or participating in

such activities as hunger pro-
tests or effigy burnings.
The 14 cities where outdoor

gatherings are banned or res-

tricted, according to the de-
cree, are Seoul, Pusan, Inchon,
Suwon, Cliunchon, Wonju,
Chongju, Taejon. Chonju,
Kwangju. Taegu, Masan, Chin-
ju and Cheju.



BOARD OF 7TORLD h'lSSlOVS

Post Office Box 330

Nashville, Tennessee 37202

January 9, 1973

]lr« G* Thompson Brown
Presbyterian Mission

IPO Box 1125

Seoul, Korea 100

Dear Tommy:

I am writing in regard to the forthcoming consultation to work out a new

Korea cooperative agreement. On December 21, Don Black and Newt Thurber met with

VTatson Street, David Taylor and myself for a preliminary discussion of the forth-

coming consultation. We had before us the C0C*s proposal for the time and compo-

sition of the consultation, and the proposed draft of the Mission Study Committee,

•ur conversation can be summarized under two headings; evaluation of the present

agreement, and matters relating to the contents and procedures for a new agree-

ment*

I. Evaluation of the Present Cooperative Agreement*

A. Strengths. It was agreed that much progress had been made under the new

agreement, and that the COC was an impnovement over the old DCW plan.

c
. ^ Vvni J WVM ti*-, -

1* Koreans have held the majority vote in decision making for their own

church.

2. Eliminating the area DCW’s was a good step, ending a needless multi-

plicity of organizations*

3. Some responsibility was taken for missionary personnel; job descrip-

tions are beginning to be provided, some responsibility has been

taken for assigning locations, etc.

4* A beginning has been made in projectizing the COC budget, rather than

continuing subsidy to the same objectives year after year; 20^ of

the COC budget now goes to new projects. (Question, however: Are

the new projects on a definite time basis? )

B* #n the other hand, there have been definite weaknesses.

1 *

'jUotCwi 2*

^ I t^ul , ^ 3 *

4.

5*

6*

The Medical and Education Councils have not really functioned as loci

of •verall planning for church involvement in these areas*

The COC has tended to become a separate power structure from the Gen-

eral Assembly and its offices.

Sometimes people in local areas have not felt that their interests

are represented in the COC*

The COC has not provided sufficient guidance and administration of

missionary personnel. Much still left to missions. The *'Ebcecutive

officer” provided for by the agreement was not appointed*

The COC is weak in setting financial priorities. It tends just to

continue the same askings, and has presented few new innovative pro-

jects.
Due to a disagreement as to the meaning of the clause governing pro-

perty proceeds, friction occurred between the Korea Church and the

Mission boards, especially COEMAR. This has proved to be spiritually

detrimental to our mutual relationship*

«Vvv



7* In some oases missions perhaps still have too large a role in 'decision
making related to missionaries or the work ir. which they are engaged,

II* Looking to a T^ew Cooperative Agreement*

A, Date, place, expenses, composition of the consultation. We agreed to the
proposal from the COC to hold the consultation ir or near Seoul with each
church to bear the expenses of its ovm delegates, April 25-27. The pro-
poses composition is also satisfactory, except that we would like to have
a say as to which sister Korean churches or missions are being asked to
send observers. Which do the C0C have in mind? We are recommending to

*

the B oard that the delegation from our church be composes of David Taylor,
and myself, and three missionaries to be nominated by the Mission*

B* Agenda.

1. Procedure. We agree that the Korea church should take the initiative
in proposing the agenda and consultation plan. We uiiderstand that the
General Assembly may delegate this responsibility to the COC* We
would like to ask that the agenda and plan be sent to us in sufficient
time for us to study and make necessary suggestions*

2. General. We agree with you that adequate time be given to discuss
substantive issues as well as structure* »

3* Specific agenda questions and matters. ^

a. How can we best carry out our common mission to witness to the
Gospel in the context of Korean society today?

b* What should be the size of our financial support in the coming
years? To what extent are financial grants- a deterrent to the
health of the church?

—

_

c* How can churches of other countries - from Asia, etc. - become
involved in mission in Korea?

d. How can the Korean church become involved in mission to. our
contries? (Two-Way mission)

e. Can we think of some possible involvement in Korea with other
churches or agencies besides, the Presbyterian Church of Korea
(Jesus Presbyterian) ?

NOTE: Other specific questions are suggested by IR, '^Weaknesses of the
present agreement, " and by the following.

C. Proposed Draft of the PCUS Mission Study .Committee; We liked the main
direction indicated by this document - the proposal to do away with the
COC and relate personnel and programs directly to institutions and churoh
agencies. Questions were raised, however, about the following:

1.

--NO provision is made for overall planning and coordination. As you
poing out, there is no General Council to which this function can be
assigned. Maybe this is not important. Also, m&ybe the Executive
Committee of the General Assembly will provide sufficient coordination.
Church-related institutions can be required to send copies o.i’ person-
nel or program requests to the General Secretary.

2. Should individual missionaries assigned to church work be assigned to
the G.A* Evangelism Committee, or C.E. Committee, or should they be
assigned to local presbyteries? We are not sure ourselves, but raise
the question.

(

3. We wonder if the Orientation CommittoG should not become a full-fledg-
ed Missionary Personnel Committee, ard besides orientation, have res-
ponsibility for missionary language study, pastoral oversight, evalua-
tion and counseling and relocation. Perhaps all personnel requests
should be screened through this comrriittoe.

4. We have some question about our right to require the establishment of
an auditing committee. We can certainly require a report on the use



of funds granted by us. We think your ovm proposal for a "Review and
Evaluation Committee," to evaluate projects as a v/nold ai\d not just
their financial integrity, is preferable, and sounds more tactful,

5, The plan for the use of PCUS r on-r^sidential property proceeds to sot
up a pension fund is good. However, this should bo done only after a
sound pension plan has been vrorked out by the church, with satisfacte
ory financial participation on its part.

Well, that’s itJ Yours until after Board mooting.

Sincerely,

John 0* Barksdale

JOB/rf

cc: Dr. T. Watson Street
Dr. David Taylor
The Rev. L, Newton Thurber
Mr. John Brown
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Finger-Pressure Therapy

Winning Public Interest
By YI MUN-HO

Finger-Pressure therapy is

steadily attracting public inter-

est as a new means of treat-

ing infantile ' paralysis and
chronic diseases such as sto-

mach convulsion and neuralgia.

Finger-pressure therapy is a

system of treatment of certain

biunan diseases and injuries

based on the premise that

fourteen invisible “routes”

control all other systems and

all physiological functions in

the body that interference

with the functioning of these

14 ‘"routes” induces disease by

rendering the body less resis-

tant to injury.

The therapeutist treats by
finger pressure, massage and

the heat of his hands, to re-

store the normal function of

the body. By way of giving

impetus to the skin and ner-

ves, the therapeutists claim to

make the tissues more lively

to I'egain the lost function of

the patient’s body.

“You can see immediate ef-

fect on the location of infan-

tile paralysis or a cripple ar-

morleg,” said Kim Bang-ki, 36,

director of the Kukje Finger-

Pressure Therapy Institute in

Seoul. Kim, who has 18 years

o£ experience in finger-pres-

sure therapy, went on to say,

“This is quite different from

the physical therapy of t h e

West.'*
The finger-pressure experts

"‘^do'iidruye ftTfrared or ultra-

Tiolet light, electro or hydro

therapy as in physiotherapy.

They only use their hands and
fingers, but do not manipulate

or move the extremities of

their patients as in the me-
thod of chiropractic originated

by the American D.D. Palmer
in 1895.

For the present, about 200

finger-pressure therapeutists

are practising throughout the

nation. But they are all unli-

censed doctors, for there is no
law which authorizes or re-

stricts them.

While in Japan, there are

40,000, therapeutists engaged
in medical treatment and two-

year schools where finger-pres-

sure is being taught. In Korea,

the skill has been passed from
hand to hand as a secret art.

Sometimes unskillful thera-

peutists cause serious problems

by mistreating people.

“Some people have a misun-

derstanding that fingear-ipres-

sure can cure everything,”

said Kim Bang-ki. “But it is

ineffective for bacterially

caused diseases and acute dis-

eases.”
Finger-pressure is not a

panacea, but takes effects, to

some extent, in nervous, mus-

cular and internal diseases,

Kim said, many therapeutists

advertise their skills and some-

times claim that they can cure

all diseases. Legal action

should be taken to control

them, Kim urged.

Korea ueraia ruum

ERAPY BY FINGER — Finger pressure is applied on



minute of TH'P' r.F.C. AT'T^TOL

HFID AT Cm^^GMU ON JUNF 15 and 16, 1973

The missionaries gathered at a recently built tourist hotel situated on

a promontory overlooking the harbour and adjacent Islands. Chungnm im

at ^he eastern end of the *'»Hallyo Sudo' * , the waterway linking Hansan

Island and Yosu, famed for its natural beauty and dotted with nearly

400 Islands. A hydrofoil nlys in this a' ea from Pusan to Yosu. Chungmu

is noted for its abundant records and relies relating to Admiral Yi Sun Sin's

naval victory during ‘'he Hldeyoshl Invasion in 159?. ^arly in this

century it vfaf also an Important centre for Aurtrallan Fres>yt«rjan Klsrion

work.

The Rev. and Clarence Durham of the Southern Presbyterian Mis3t0||

ard Dr. end Krf. John Sibley of the United Prerbyterlan Mlerion attended

as fraternal delegates end brought greetings to the meeting.

Because of illness, Miss Dorothy Knight was unable tc attend, ^he only

other absent member of the Kissior was Kiss Dorothy Watson who is on

furlough.

PRFSFNT: Rev. and Mrs. D.J. Neil; Rev. and Krs. P.M. Povie;

Dr. H.P, Machen^ler Dr. P.t'. Martin; Kiss C. Mackenzie

J« Anderson and Mr. P.P. Skcrman.

OFBNlMj • The meeting was called to order by the chairman.

Miss J. Anderson and opened with a short devotional

service led by the pastor, Krs. Merjorle Nell.

AFOIOGI; An apology for absence was received from Miss D,A. Knight.

WFLCOMFS: The fraternal delegates were vrarmly welcomed and. given

the right of the floor. They suitably responded, pnd

were thanked by the chairman.

AGFI®A: The agenda as circulated wa 9. adopted with some

additions.

RFPORT OF
'

nominations
COMMITTFE;

The report of the Nominations Committee was presented

by Dt- Barbara ‘Martin and was adopted with an amend-

ment - Miss J. Anderson replacing the Rev. B.M, Rowe

on the I.P.M.P.A.C.



FLFCTION OF
OFFICi!SS ANE
RKPftFSFNTATIVJS:

’
i

'

1 r' * I
•

installation
•F OFF ICTUS!

MINCTFS OF
PRWICOS
MFETINGtcr:

CORnFSPONDENCF:

BOSINFSE arising
FROM THF
CCRRFSPONBt^jcF:
K.F.C* 2235

KiF.C. 2236

K.F.C. 2237

RFPORTS FROM
RFH?FSTTrrATr/FS
AND COMMITTTTS:

The officers snd representatives vere elected
as follows:

I

Chairman: Pev. B.M, Rowe
Seofetary/Trea surer: Rev. D.J* Nell
Ad Interim Committee: All K.F.C. members
Pa stor

;

I.P.M.B ,A*C«

:

Publieltyt
Language AtivlBor;
CeO.C. ^ ’a;C4C.Ci;

Yohsel Board:

Mifs Je Anderson
Miss J. Anderson,
Mr. R.P* Skerman
Mrs/ Joan Powe
Hev. D.J. Nell
Pev. D.j; Ndil
Miss C. Mackensie
Dr. H.P. kackenzle

3. P. Annual Meeting: Ir. H.P. >feckenzle
U.P. Annual Meeting: Miss C. Mackenzie

The neV officers were installed.

The minutes of the K.F.C. held on I8 April
were confirmed.'

. f

The correspondence was received as under:
.r» r

from H Shin Hospital Board. re missionary representation
* * the Board- Treasurer re mlsff' onarles* salaries
** the General Secretary of the Presbyterian Church

of Korean extending greetings .' »r Vi
> T

I. • MRS. B.M. POWF - RFFRT^^TATr^ 0^ IL SHIN
HpS_PITAL BOARD VOTPD to approve the appointment
of Mrs. B.M* Powe'as a mission representative

T

on the tl shin Hospital Board.

2* DP*_H.P4 MACKt^ZIF-TO PPPLACP MISS C. MACKPNZTR
^IN HOSPITAL BOAPD VCTKlJ to approve the

replacement of Miss C. Mackenzie by Dr. H.P.
Mackenzie as a mission representative on the H
Shin Hospital Board from December 1972.

3 . AQKNg^fLTTJGFMFNT OF G^t^.AL S^PFTAPY’S GRm’INGS
VDTPD to adc the secretary to forward a suitable
acknowledgement of the General Secretary’s
greetings..

The following reports were presented and received:

A. General

!• Board Pepresentative - Rev. D.J. Nell
(Appendix A)

2. Consultation Sr New Mutual Agreement -
Miss C. Mackenzie (Verbal)

3. Committee on Co-operation - Rev. D.J. Nell
(Appendix B)

4- l^ea surer - Rev. D.J. Nell
(Appendix C)



B* Standing Conmlttees
/

( -

; I. Juridical Person - Rev, D.J, Neil

_ T_; . — : . ^... - - (Appendix T5) •

2. Finance & Property Committee
• Pev. D.J, Nell (Aprendlx F)

3. Publicity - Miss D. Knight (Arpendlx E)

4. Inter-Presbyterian Business Administrative
' Committee - Mies J, Anderson (Verbal)

5'i‘ Language MVlsor - Rev, D.J, Nell
’ (A^^pendlx G)

C. Station

I# Pusan - Dr, B. .Martin (Apqpendlx H.)
; ^ V

_

I • Interdenominational' & Institutional

I, Yangjl Vocational Training Centre -

Rev. B, Rowe (Appendix I)

.
2. II Shin Women*s Hospital - Dr. H. Mackenzie

(Anpendix J)

3« Yonsel University Board -

Dr. H. Mackenzie (Annendix K)

4* Young Nam Seminary - Prepared by Dr. W,A« Grubb
(Appendix- L)

5* Christian Literature Society - Rev, D.J, Nell

(Appendix M)

6. KAVA - Pev. D.J. Neil (Appendix N)

E. Special Appointees

1. Representative to U.P.M. Annual Meeting -

virs* Marjorie Neil (Verbal)

2. Representative to S.P.M. Annual Meeting -

Rev, B, Rowe (An- end lx 0)

BUSINGS ARISING
FROM RFPOPTS

:

K.F.C. 2238

I. .^ROVAL MISS D.C, WATSON 'NrMIN ^TION AS J.P, TRlg*M
(See J.P, Report App. D) VOTFD to anrrove the

nomination of Miss D.C. VJatson for a further term

as a trustee of the Juridical Person.

K.F.C. 2239 2. pUM SUNG SCHOOL OUTSTANDING'DEBT
TSee J^P. Report Arp. D) ^\^0TED to request the

chairman of the J.P. to contact the Keum Sung
* School re outstanding payments for the land sold

to them.

K.F.C.. 2240 3. K.F.C. PROPOSED BUDGVT FOR 1974
(See Prop. & Fin. Report - App. ®) VOTED to

aj^rove the proposed 1974 budget as drafted

by the committee.

K.F.C. 2241: 4. LOAN TO MR. S0H^^ MIUNG AM
(See Prop. & Fin. Report - App • F )

VOTED to

approve an interest free loan of up to 500,000 won

to Mr. Sohn P^rung Am to be repaid upon termination

of his employment with the Mission.



K.F.C. 2242

K.F.C. 2243

K.F.C. 2244

K.F.C. 2245

PFRSOMAL PWORTS;

CONCLUSION;

5. ALIOC^'TION OF Ntg.Ht MSSIOW sfcc MTNF7
(See Prop. & Fir. Hep<rft - Apr. E) VOTFD that

,
.the N.S.W. PWMU Mission Bdx Money be divided as
.under;

Miss D. Knlpht*s work ^200.00
Soonchun T.R, Clinic ^200.00
(for Kim Sook Hi)

Yangjl Vocational Training ? 75.44
Centre

T^B. Pn.IFF..FTOS (See Prop, i' Fin. - App. F)
VOThd that T.P. Relief Funds held in the Mission
accounts totalling ^^196,95 be paid to Mr. B. Powe
for the treatment of students’ at the Jangjl
Vocational Training Centre.

V. LFTTFR OF AFPPFCIATION TO DR. ALL^ CLARK -
V0TP3) to send a letter of appreciation to Dr.
Allen Clark on the occasion of his retirement from
missionary work.

8. KAVA MFMBFRSHIP (See KAVA Report - App. N)
VOTT^D to re-establish membership in and appoint
the Rev. B.M, Rowe as the A.P.M. Representative.

Personal Reports were pi’esented and received
as follows;

!• Rev. and Mrs. D,J. Neil (Anpendix P)
2. Rev, and Mrs. B.Mo Rowe (Appendix Q)
3. Miss D . A , Khig-ht (Ai^pendix R)
4* Mr, R.B. Skorman (Appendix S)
5. Miss J. Anderson '

(Appendix T)
6, Dr, B.M. Martii: (Appendix U)
7. Dr. H.P

.

’Mackenzie- (Appendix VT
8. Miss C, Mackenzie- (Appendix V/)

As this concluded tho bii**l5.esn, the meeting was
adjourned to meet again the i*ollor;ing morning for a
period of hymn singing and a Bible study on Romans 5-8
led by the Rev. B.M. Rowe, The meeting closed v;lth a
Communion Service conducted by the Rev, D.J. Nell



APPFMDIX A

BOARD P^R^nlT/.TI^^^S PirpORT

General Situation !

The nation was shocked vrhen martial law was declared in October 1972
and changes made to the constitution aimed at establishing a "Korean
style democracy" in the spirit of the October Revitalising Reforms.
This has resulted In much tighter centralised control over every aspect
Of -Korean life - politics, law^ economy and culture.

Talks between North and both at government level and through theRed Cross representatives continue Ij^ut with little progress*

Korean Church :

In September 1972, the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of
Korea celebrated its "hwangup" - the 6lst anniversary of its founding. A
special commemorative service was held in the Tongshin Church, Seoul and
greetings were conveyed on behalf of the overseas sister churches. The
occasion pve a boost to the morale of the church and one could not help
but feel that the Korean church had now come of age and is ready and
capable to handle its own affairs and to decide its role and mission in
the life of the nation.

^zinfe church growth continues with frequent mass baptisms in the army and
in a steady increase in. communicant membership figures in the churches.

A crusade held in the latter part of May by Dr. Billy Graham and his team
In the major cities drew crowds of between 500,000 and 1,000,000 people
in Peoul. The spectacular crowds surprised the Giristians themselves
as they realised their united strength. The crusade had two major results
besides br±fi#lng^n4w belleverb. *

'First, waVA that it provided a * .i
way for united effort across dencninational boundaries, fostering hopes
for church union and second, it proved that though union may not be
immediately noeslble, it is possible to work together in evangelistic
outreach and achieve significant results.

Future international gatherings of Christians are planned for Korea with
the World Pentecostal Conference in the autumn and 74 - a training
programme for youth in evangelistic outreach. The vitality of the Korean
church is being recognised overseas and therefore attracting such gather-
ings of Christians from all over the world.

New B.0,F.M.A.P. and Church Union in Australia ;

The former A.P.B.M. was replaced by BOFMAR in November 1972 and we all
appreciated the visit of the Rev, John Brown, the new superintendent,
in April. John inspired us with an outline of Board policy which is
positive and creative, thus dispelling much of the uneasiness many of
us felt as to the future of our work here in Korea. I believe we now^ve a mandate for a much more positive and forward-looking approach
for our work and future planning.



A couple of basic principles for our work emerged from the discussions
we had with John: (!) the first is based on the fact that in 1974
the Presbyterian Church of Australia will most likely rmite with the
Methodist Church of Australia, and the Congregational Union of Australia
to form the Uniting Church of Australia. BOFMAP i-'ill seek to establish
relations with the whole church and open crmmunications across
denominational boundaries. The mission of the church is seen as one work
in which we all participate together. We have to think more broadly
than "Presiyterlan" in our relations with other missions and churches in
Korea. It is significant that our relationship with Ewha VIomens*
University is being re-established after many years, as we expect that
Miss Dorothy Watson will Join the faculty upon completing post-graduate
studies in the United States next year.

(ll) The sec Old is that POFM/'iF will assess the work of Its personnel
and the funds it commits for overseas work on the basis of whether they
are in fact helping the church in its mission or not. In John Brown*s
woHls: ”The mission is to telllthe Gospel to those who haven*t heard it;
it is to love those who are not loved; it is to overthrow oppression and
establish Justice for those who have not tasted Justice; it must be
assessed continuously as to whether it is serving the ignorant, the poor,
the onpressed and the sick"

.

May God give us vfisdwn and grace to be sensitive to what is happening In
Korea today and yi^ld ourselves to his spirit so that we may be led into
the places where God can fulfil his purpose in bringing us to this land
at such a challenging and crucial time In its history.

Desmond 0^. Neil

Appendix B

COMMITTP"P' ON CO-OPFPATION ^^ORT

The office bearers during this final year of the C.O.C, were as follows:

Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Secretary
Eng. Lang '"ec,

Trea surer
Vice Treasurer

Rev. Han Wan Suk

Rev, P.K, Poblnson
Pev, Kim Toon Shik
Dr. H.G. Underwood
Rev. Choi Young Nae
Rev. D.J, Neil

The Planning Committee virtually came to a standstill over the establish-
ment of priorities for the use of sale proceeds which are expect#^ from
the disposal of the Yunchi Jong property in Seoul owned by the United
Presbyterian Mission.

The Personnel Committee has handled missionary assignments in a purely
formal way.



APPFMDIX A

BOARD PirpORT

General Situation :

The nation vas shocked vfhen ^rtial law was declared in October 1972
and changes made to the constitution aimed at establishing a "Korean
style democracy" in the spirit of the October Revitalising Reforms.
This has resulted in much tighter centralised control over every aspect
of -Korean life - politics, law* economy and culture.

Talks between North and 9^trtln both at government level and through the
Red Cross representatives continue hvtt with little progress.

Korean Church ;

In September 1972, the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of
Korea celebrated its "hwangup" - the 6lst anniversary of its founding. A

special commemorative service was held in the Tongshin Church, Seoul and
greetings were conveyed on behalf of the overseas sister churches. The
occasion gave a boost to the morale of the church and one could not help
but feel that the Korean church had now come of age and is ready and
capable to handle its own affaire and to decide its role and mission in

the life of the nation.

Amazing church growth continues with frequent mass baptisms in the army and

In a steady increase in communicant membership figures in the churches,

A crusade held in the latter part of May by Dr. Billy Graham and his team
in the major cities drew crowds of between 500,000 and 1,000,000 people
in Seoul. The spectacular crowds surprised the Cliristians themselves
as they realised their united strength. The crusade had two major results
besides brifiging'nAw believerb,* 'First, vra’s^ that it provided a '

.

:

way for united effort across denoninational boundaries, fostering hopes
for church union and second, It proved that though union may not be
immediately possible, it is possible to work together in evangelistic
outreach and achieve significant results.

Future international gatherings of Christians are planned for Korea with
the World Pentecostal Conference in the autumn and Pxp'J.o* 74 - a training
programme for youth in evangelistic outreach. The vitality of the Korean
church is being recognised overseas and theT'efore attracting such gather-
ings of Christians from all over the world.

New B.O.F.M.A.P. and Church Union in Australia ;

The former A.P.B.M. was replaced by BOFMAR In November 1972 and we all
aj^reclated the visit of the Rev. John Brown, the new superintendent,
in April. John inspired us with an outline of Board policy which is
positive and creative, thus dispelling much of the uneasiness many of

us felt as to the future of our work here in Korea, I believe we now
have a mandate for a much more positive and forward-looking approach
for our work and future planning.



The Finance Committee has tended to follow earlier patterns of
established work in its liudpetlng. Some effort was made in supporting
new areas of work through a small amount set aside for special projects.
These were Intended for Innovative efforts in mission but ended up being
channeled into traditional patterns,

,

In the future, two important changes will take place:

(i) Personnel: in the new Mutual x'lgreement an attempt has been made to
obtain a written call-contract for each missionary setting out clearly a

job description, work funds needed and the pytent of local support that
can be expected.

(ii) Finance: Financial assistance will be through canital grants and

project assistance. In 1974, should the overseas sister chunches giving
be maintained at the same level as in 1973, there should be sctne f^?0,000

available for project assistance. It is up to us to present creative and

meaningful projects which will further the mission of Christ in Korea. Ihey
should be submitted by mid-October 1973 for screening and sending on to
the overseas churches, A specisO form is being prepared by the prepara-
tory committee for moving into the O.C.C.C.

Desmond j* Neil

Appendix C

THF TPTi^ASUPFP^S P^PORT

I. General Trends of the Fconomv

On January 26, 1972, the Government approved the final draft of the
overall reenources budget for 1972, the commencement of the Third Five-
lear Economic Development Plan. The basic lines of the economic policy
were announced to be:

1, Effective Imnlementation of stabilization policies and encourage-
ment of production activities.

2, Diversified development of agricultural and fishery sections.
3, Improvement of the balance of payments position,
4* Construction of heavy and petro-chemical industries and

fostering medium and small-scale industry.
5- Balanced growth of social overhead capital, e.g., electric

power, transnortation communications, housing, etc. and

modernization of marketing channels.
6. Development of research activities and scientific technology.

And the major economic targets:

1. A GNP growth rate of 9 per cent,
2. Commodity exports of $1,435 million - an increase of 27 per cent (l)



For most of 1972, hovever, eeonomlc activities made no significant
recovery from the slow down that had set

,
in at the end of I97l. The

Government *s financial stabilization program aifcl-, perhaps, its austerity
and antl-corruntlon campaigns produced, a changed p^attern of private
consumption and a significant cut-back in Goverr'ment sr^ending, which was
only partly off-set by Gove-mment financial assistance for the New
Community Movement projects. Korean exnorts felt the adverse effects
of the preferential tariff system of some countries which operated from
the beginning of 1972 until new ^^iropean markets opened up, and there
was a conspicuous rise in the payment of Interest on foreign loans.

From February 1972, the Government raised various Gove^ment-adrainlstered
priced including electricity charges 15 per cent, railroad freight 19 per
cent, taxi and bus fares ahd sdiool tuition fees. This resulted in a rise
of 7 per cent In the Seoul Consumer Price Index during the first quarter,
but prices were held in check for the remainder of the year by special
measures to freeze Prices at the level of 6 March.

Bank interest rates were adjusted downward effective 17 January 1972. The
rate for time deposits for a period of two years and over was roiuced
from 21.3 per cent to 17.4 per cent and those of one year and over from
20.4 per cent to I6 .P per cent. The Won4)ollar exchange rate rose
steadily from 370 won to the U.S.?^ at the pnd of 1971 to 399 to the dollar
in July.

July I saw the appearance of a 5,000 Won bank note in order to facilitate
cash transactions in a rapidly expanding econory, since previously, the
highest bank note in circulation was 500 won.

On August 2, President Park Chung Hee dealt dramatically and decisively
with the persistent economic recession by proclaiming the F^ergency Decree
for Economic Stability and Growth which took effect the next day, August,' 3

•

The main objectlvesof the decree were stated -to be ”to remove the various
harmful effects attendant on the high economic growth of the I960* 9,
namely the vicious circle of inflation, weakening In the financial
structure of domestic, enterprises and in their external cOTipetltlveness
and to overcone the current economic stagnation, thereby laying the
foundation for stabilized economic growth.” (2 )

In addition to the Emergency Decree which contained important measures
on loans. Including the extremely high interest-bearing private loan
market, the President directed Oblnet to Implement the following as part
of the overall economic stabilization policies:

(a) Reduce Interest rates of banking institutions without delay.
The rate of interest on long term deposits of two years and
over was further reduced from 17.4 per cent to 12.6 per cent
and the rate of Interest on denosits of one year and over from
16.8 per cent to 12.0 per cent.

(b) Stabilize the foreign exchange rate at the level of 400 won
to the U.S. Dollar

(c) Control the Increase Ip public utilities charges
(4 ) Pestraln the annual price increases to about 3 cent
(e) Suppress the expansion of the budget scale for the FX 1973 (3)



These n'easuree arrear to seme foreipn business leaclers to have
created brighter conditions for commercial enterprise 5n Korea, They
cite the fact that the Government is working hard to streamline
administrative procedures and that it has set high goals for the New
Community Movf^ent and a 10 Mllion dollar export target b^r the early
1980*8 thus creating many opportunities for business expansion. However
the unsettled nature of the international monetary syston and inflationary
trends in world marketing of raw materials create sane concern as to
whether the government *s exnort targets will he reached and whether it
will be nossible to hold the domestic price Increase to 3 per cent.

Foreign investment through November 1972 reached more than ?^I04 million
5n 152 enterprises, almost double the amount which the nation attracted
in the whole of 1971. The largest rronortlon came from Japan with
f65.7 million, followed by the United '^tates with ^32.5 million. (4)

Some areas of concern for the Christian Mission Jn this situation are to
question the adeauacy of affluence as a goal, and the asstimptlon that self-
reliance and social justice autom.atically follow economic growth. We
must help in the search for patterns of development i^ich make economic
grovfth and social Justice integral to each other and be very much aware of
the needs of the poor, the oppressed and the disadvantaged.

(2) Mission Accounts .

A satisfactory report was given by the accounting firm of Mr. Hwang Min
Sam after an examination of the Mission accounts for the year ended 31
December 1972, The year ended with a budget surplus of '**12,640.99.

A proposed budget for 1974 amounting to '*^19,200 was submitted early in
April.

(3) Inter-Presbyterian tfisslon Office

The office staff have continued their good services throughout the year.
Their ability and advice hove made the task of administering the office
much easier. I am also grateful to ^ho members of the Tnter-
Presbyterian Business Adm' nistratlve Committee who have provided helpful
counsel concerning the office and treasury matters. The committee
members were as follows:

U.P. Mission Representatives: Dr. K, Otto Decamp (Chairman)
Dr, Stanton R. Wilson

S.P. Mission Representatives: Dr. G. Thompson Brown
Mr, Merrill H. Grubbs

A.P. Mission Representatives: Miss Joyce Anderson
Rev. Barry Rowe

luring my furlough in Australia this past summer, the Assistant Treasurer,
Miss Miriam Dunson did an admirable job in keeping the office running
smoothly

.

A new photocopy machine and mimeograph machine have been punchased.
The lounge has been made more attractive and we hope that missionaries
will make use of it when in the city.



From the beginning of 1972, the United Church of Canada Mission

accounting has been done in the IPMD. iifter some negotiations vith the

Methodist Mission, it was learned that for the long range future,

their Board is anxious that we have further talVs on the possibility

of an ecumenical office arrangement, but for the present, they axpect to

continue as they are.

The budget for the IPMO is attached an addendum to this ^enort. The

total budget is only a small increase over the 1972 figure.

(4 ) General Matters .

We continue to advise that a check be made with the office before

initiating imports from overseas. It occassi onally happens that imnorts

of certain goods are rrohibited even though v^e would be prepared to

pay customs duty. Instructions circulated in office memos and news

sheets relating to shipments should be followed. The incorrect cons?,gnee

on a bill of lading, for example, cap cause a great deal of unnecessary

work and delay.

Other important instructions pertaining to Pesidence Permits and

registrations with local authorities have been sent out in a circular

letter. Care should be taken at all times to comely with government

regulations.

(^) Conclusion .

We are grateful for the resources vh ich continue to be made available

to to.suppprf our r'^sponse iso Shirlst’s call t© missionary ih'^olvp.i^f'nt 1

4d F€ro$.’*K'^y Godugive us 'gracefand Jvrisdor as iie* adiP? h'ist^r -this- mdt<^hial

support, never letting it hinder the proclamation of the Gospel and the

manifestation of the Kingdom of God.

Desmond J. Weil
Treasurer in Korea

UT
( 2 )

(3)

(4)

Footnotes

:

Quarterly Economic Revi ev . March 1972, p. I6
w September 1972, p. 15
If

"

Am.erican Chamber of Commercs
Deeember 1972



Income

I.P.M.O, Operational Piripet for 197?

tJ.P. Mission
S*P, Mission (l)
A. Pi Mission (2)
Stabilization Funds * U.P,M.

” - S.P.M.
Unspent Budget Balance
Panic Interest
Miscellaneous Income:
Service Charges - Shipment

- IPO ^fell

—Accounting
- Canadian Missi

IV72 1972 1973
B'/deet Actual Budget

?I2, 750.00' >12,750.00 !^-I2,750.00
5.500.00 5,500.00 5,500.00

1,500.00 1 ,^00.00 1,000.00
^ 250.00 250.00 500.00

597.89 597.89 791.56
1,202.11 1,925.19 1,103.44

1,100.00 1,560.00 1,500.00
100.00 ‘^9.50 100,00
250.00 259.57 250.00
500.00 506.33 550.00

TOTAL ?3,750.00 24,948.48 24,045.00

(1) +0ne-half Dunson salary and housing
+Nell housing

(2) +Four-fifths Nell Salary and Allowances

Fxpendltures

Postage
Office Supplies
Telephone & Telegram
Neil Allowance - School Travel
Transportation
Utilities
Miscellaneous
Salaries
Education Allowance
Audit Fee
Furniture Equip. Peplacement
Contingency

1,400.00 I,no.87 1,1^0.00
800.00 832.08 800, 00
500,00 268.50 300.00
660 C 00 660.00 800,00

1,100.00 942.33 1,435.00
950.00 . i,6‘;3.r7 1,600.00

1,100.00 1,304.78 1,100.00
13,500.00 12,994.85 14,660.00
1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
1,100.00 1,440.00 600.00

- 200.00
1.640.00

..?.ubo-% 200.00

?23,750.00 ^24, 156.92 «!24,045.00
TOTAL



7. Recormendatlons ;

Tal Receive the report
(b) that the K.F.C. app*"ove th'j noj.;i.atlon of Miss D.C. Watson

as a trustee for a further -fo .. y^-;or :!

Appendix F

Desmond J* Nell

Property and Finance Committee Report

The Committee met on Friday June 15 and took the follovdnr actions:

I. Recommend that the K.F.C. approve t^e 1974 Proposed Pudpet as follows:

K.F.C. PRpros M3 PITDGFT — 1974

STAFF SAURFS
Sohn >tyunp Am
Shin Be Yun
Kim Chin Ki
Kanp Yong Taek

OPn^ATION
Rowe
Pusan Station
Seoul

KCSSIONAPY TRAm
CKhM^l^u
Seoul
Ulsan

f a -

Pusan

STAFF TRA^AFL

Ulsan •

Pusan

PROPFRTY M^'INT^MNCF
Seoul
Ulsan
Pusan
Chunju

LANGUAGF STUDY

OFFICF FTP^SFS
Seoul .

.

Ulsan i.-

Pusan

J,P. Py^NSFS
i^tfupancf

annual MHttINC- « RFTRFAT
kava dues
unailocat^

us^

4200
2400
1800
1800 10,200

800
800
500 2,100

50
400

2200
350

. 1,000

100
450 550

100
100
500
50 750

600
100
500-^ 1,200

1,000
625
200
75

I.OOt

19,200



2. !n viev r>f the feet that , Soii-.i':' cUldren are entering middle
and hl^h schools &uu >io 13 in of finance P^^^!K^ND
that the K.F.C. appi'ove an intere:-i I'lee lofr. of up to 500,000
von to be repaid updn termination of employment vith the Mission,

3 . Pecommend that the N.S.W, pi'M Mission Bor money totalling
?475 .^C divided as under:

Miss D,A, Knlght*s vork ^^00. GOT
Soonchun Clinic (for Kim. Sook Hi) ??00,00
Yangjl Vocational Ti-aining Centre 75.44

4. Recommend that T.P. i^elief funds held by the Mission totalling
^196,95 be paid to Mr. B. Fowe for the treatment of students at the
Yangjl Vocational Training Centre.

5. Report that the Mission owned space in the Christian Building is

being rented to the Berkhan Fcholarshlp Committee. This will save us

the building management and utilities charges and wil"' bring in

approximately per quarter.

Desmond J. Neil
Secretary

Appendix F

Publicity Penort

The Publicity Committee has not met during this year but several
efforts have been made.

The Sentember ”^ncounter" article on II Shin Hospital and the Korea

field Was prepared and the Mitor did an excellent nroduction of same.

Late last year I had a reouest from a DRP (Democratic Ronublican Party)
PR man to write an article on our vfork here in Public Health in Chunju,
It Was an excellent onnortunity to let tbe President know of rural v;ork

by missionaries. This article was published in the April *73 DRP
magazine.

I sent photos of m-v own work to Melbourne for the GA/'. at the ‘^^ctorian

Secretary*s •^eouest and hope others did tbe same, even at such short

notice.

I would like to suggest that our mission board print and handle and

use missionaries* newsletters, together with nhrtograrhs of their work

as part of the publicity for missions, in the same way as the

American Presbyterian Boards do.

4 D. Knight



Appendix G

L^npuag^e Advisor Penprt

(I) Mr, il# Benjaim'n Skerman completed, first IrvpI under the tuition
of Mrs.' Lee ’Myunr Ja 3n Masan last fall and this snrinfr completed
second level at the Yonsei Korean Lahpuage Institute. He will continue
part-time study in Pusan.

possibly at

Both Mr. Skerman and Mrs. Nell attended a course of lectures in Korean
history, culture and literature at the Hankuk University of Foreipn
Studies during the spring term.

This past year there has been no real activity of Pusan Station as such
and the following Is really just a report of members movements.

Members Movements !

Miss D. Knight left Pusan last July to work at the Presbyterian
Medical Center Chonju.

Mr, B, Skerman arrived in August to staft work as Mvisor to the
Hospital Administrator Mr. C.H. Kim, Reading back over Annual Reports
for the oast five years the urgent need for a Hospital Administrator
has been mentioned and It is good to report that that post is now filled
and filled extremely capably. It has been a pleasure to have Ben join us
at Pusan.

Dr. H. Mackenzie returned from furlough in August and was Involved
immediately in the Hospital^ s ?Oth Anniversary celebrations.

Miss C. Mackenzie left In November for a short furlough a ns was back
for a Graduation service at the end of February.

Desmond J. Neil

Appendix H

Pusan Station Peport

Office Bearers r It was decided that with the small num.ber in the
Station it v/as not necessary to have separate Chairman and Secretary so
the position has been combined.

Chairman/Secretary
Trea surer

B. Martin
Mr. M.A . Sohn

B. H. Martin
Chairman ^Secretary



Appendix I

Report on Yang.ll Vocational Troining Centre •

"

(for crippled people!

The move of the centre from Ulsah to our Mission’s house in Tonpnae,
pusan has proven to be very beneficial. We have been able to take In
more students than we have had before and so more econcanically train
thasn. A total of 35 students were In attendance when we took In ?4
people last November.

Seven students graduated on November I and 7 more on May I (4 had been
unable to ccntinue because of sickness, an operation or family circum-
stances). We did not take in any more students after the May graduation,
and are not yet sure when is the best time to take in the next lotj but
we are thinking in terms of 'September. We now have 21 people, 8 living
in and 13 coming each day.

Financially we took a major step in February with the purchase of a small
store in the Tongnae market. This hasproved to be a lot of work but
so far has continued to show a profit. Two graduates work in the store
with Mr. Shin having oversight.

A grant of about !*^tJS6,000 from Oxfam, has enabled us to purchase much
needed electronics equipment, which has helped to improve the standard of
teaching we can offer. We were unsuccessful with our apnllcatlon to
KNCC for building funds and so have not been able to move ahead as we
would have liked, however we are exploring other avenues for funds.
Donations continue to come in regularly and we seem to be able to cope
quite well with running expenses so far - and for the foreseeable future .

The setting up of a Juridical Foundation has beccine the major priority
these days and we hope to have this well ccmpleted by next annual
meeting.

God continues to make us aware of His Presence day by day and we try
to share this with the students, who generally respond well to the good
news about God’s love for them in Jesus. He is an important factor in
our lives together at the centre and we continue to thank him for his
guidance, especially for the way he has used many of you to help us.

Barry M. Rowe.



Appendix J

II Shin Women *s Hosrital Penort

Dr, Y.S, Klia. Medical Superintendent The most imnortant event dxaring

the last year was the anr'ointpent by the hosrital board of Dr. Kim as

the superintendent. She took over this responsibility at the time of

the celebration of our 20th anniversary on I6 September 1972.

P.B, Skerman, fdminlstrative Advisor Ben Skerman, as well as completing

two levels of language study, has already made a big contribution in

organising the administration on more efficient lines and training the

related staff. Much remains to be dene, but we are on way to better

administration.

Medical work 1972 Details in separate report.

Both outpatient and Inpatient numbers slightly more than year before.

Dally average midnight bed count - 109*2 (officially 109 beds)

Deliveries slightly fever - 4,172
Operations many more 639 major operations

"Milk station" - now largely well baby clinic, and postpartum visits

and numbers receiving immunizations greatly increased while fewer babies

with malnutrition or needing milk.

Finance See separate summary of position. Audit done by commercial

firm for first time and many valuable suggestions for improved methods.

Korea Christian Hospitals Association Organised, in 1972 and now Joined

by almost all the hospitals who qualify. invitation to the B ,C

.

hospitals to Join was declined after Initial involvement in planning and

they have former their association.

Country clinics After consultation with the provincial health

department and the Kun officials, the first clinic has been begun in

May at the health sub-centre at Sin Am Pi ^n Suh Saeng Myun in the

NE of Tongnae Kun, on the E. c^-ast, 2 hours bus ride from Tongnae.

Population P,800 - fishing, seaweed and farming, part of the "green belt"

There is only one doctor In the myun, elderly and not a medical

school graduate. He has a private ’practice in a village 5 Km from the

health centre and is net at the centre every day. There a-^e 3 "nurses"

also on the staff, also net graduates of nursing school, one each for

MCH, FP and TB, There is no midwife in the myun. A little over 100

women are registered with the MCH nurse as pregnant or recently

delivered at any one time.

A team of nurse-midwife, 2 student midwives and driver goes every

Friday and a doctor will go every fifth Friday, particularly to put

in loops. In the first 6 weeks 36 new pregnant women have been examined,

plus 20 repeat visits. V/e are visiting each of the 21 villages and

contacting the local woman in each who is responsible for finding and

helping pregnant women to get their co-operation.



We hope to be able to demonstrate over a period of several years that
this sort of relatively cheap prenatal care provided by properly
trained midwives can Neatly improve -the health cf the community.

We have been invited by the Kun ‘officials to po next to Junp Kvan l^n
and th6n to Chul Ma Myun, neither of which has a doctor living in the
myun. The provincial h«§alth 'department also suppested Chin Yeh I^un
in Kim Hae Kun but we have hot yet investigated that area.

However, as soon as we have learnt a little from our first effort we
plan to open clinics in 3 other centres,

. . ny'» •
-f

Medical Student Helen Abrahams, an Australian medical student from
Brisbane, spent six weeks working with us 3n December and January as
part of her training. We felt this experiment was a success and would
like to repeat it,

. ^

guture_Mi5gionary Staff This was discussed with John Bpown in April
and the conclusion agreed was that ve should look for another doctor,
not so much to replace me as to be ready to Join the team (language
study well advanced) when Gath Mackenzie is due to -retire. In fact,
most of Cath»s time now ie spent on jobs normally done by a doctor'-
much of her lectures, the clinic work and medical records,

3!en.ye^.plan Negotiations are still in progress with the W. Germali
Central Agency. They seem to want to hflp us but the r^roblem is to
provide us v/ith the building we need and at ,the same time to conform to
building regulations that meet with German government standards, Meanti
accommodation for midwifery students is a constant problem as well as
overcrowding in clinics and wards.

Helen J^ckenzle
Associate Superintendent.



STATISTIC.U SVW.m 197?

1972 Totals since
.

2

OUT-P/' TI^NTS New 'ttet^irn Total Daily New Return Grand

Patients Visits VI sits Average Patients Vi sits Totals

Obstetrics 7,660 21,446 29,106 97,0 75,441 169,163 244,604

Gynaecology 5,117 3!I!0,365 15,482 51.6 91,696 158,038 249,734
Pediatrics 3,904 10,597 14,481 48.3 49,808 127,340 177,148

Others 4 21 87 0.3 2Q 748 838

16,685 42,471 59,156 217,035 455,289 672,524

•ally average for 3^0 clinic days 197.2

MILK STATION New malnutrition babies 62
” Post-partum visits 1,978

Well baby visits 7 <.767

Total vl sit s X2 , 134

Dally Hverape 40
Days milk/prains plven Tj#n55I

Immunisations ^,720

in-patit:nts

Admissions In-ratlent days Av.' Stay Admissions In-ratii

Obstetrics 4,898^ 12.11- 20,441 51,2? 4.23 days 44,888

days

245,368

Gyna ecolc^ 581 &.lf 4,411 II. 0? 7o59 days 10,007 91,482

Pediatrics 1,201 I8.I? 14,953 31. Uf 12.45 days 12,509 193,589

Med, & Surg. 21 0.5? 162 0.4? 4.63 days 170 1.730

Daily average: 109.2 (adults 68.34, infants /0.86)
” ” infants not admitted 27,71 (I0,IA3 days)

DPLrrppiPS
Mothers delivered 4,172 36,^05

Babies born 4,268 (94 sets twins 37,516
I set triplets) (889 sets twins

II sets triplets)

opkpation

Maj or
Intermediate
Minor
Loop Insertions

LABORATOPY
Fxaminations

X-RAY Examinations

63=> 6,469

539 5,571

374 7,053
371 5.609

1,023 24,702

65,731

8II

Y.S, Kim Medical Superintendent

H.P. Mackenzie, Associate
Superintendent



IL SHIN VOM^Mtp HOSPITAL

. . 1972

Summary of Income Exrenges

Income from patients fees
less free treatment

net
Cafeteria • •

240,463,610
66 , 290,880

174, 172 j 730
4.058-840

Total operating' income I73,23I,5'70

Operatiner exr'enses
Net operating loss

Non operatinp income
(interest, (donations etc)

Net Income

192. 881. 696
14,650, 1?6

19.

?

I I. 712

5.261,586

(27?)

(nS!^

Summary of oa lance Sheet

^.ssets

Current assets - cash,
accounts receivable

Inventories
Property and eoulpment

Current liabilities
28,059^487- Reserve for severance

ray
9,271,584
12,^53,253 Fund balances

(including net Income)

50,184,324

Call system
scholarship fund

482,204)

2,561,000

35,811,500

11,811,824

50,184,324

60,000
400.000

Fndowment funds 460,000

460,000



Appendix K

Ycnsel Unlverglty Poard Percrt

The university cont:nues to prov, new bulldinp's heinp dedicated, every

few months.

Bishop Loe Hwan Sh5n is now the Board chairman. I was reapr-ointed in

December for / years although I Informed them that I would not be here

all that time and offered to asV the YTO to nominate someone else.

In the Medical Centre there have been sweepinp c'^anpes in the top

personnel. Dr. Kim Hyo Kyu is novi Medical ce-President and also

Medical Superintendent, and Professor Yanp Jai Mo is the Dean of the

Medical College. Miss Honp Shin Yunp who had her first overseas training

in Australia, and who has been Dean of the Nursinp College, has been

given the first doctorate in Nursing in Korea. The new Dea’^ is Miss

Chun & n Cho.

Helen Jfeckenzie

Appendix L

Young Nam Presbyterian Seminary Pepo'rt

768 Chwa Chun Dong, Pusan 600

5 Nam San Donp, Taegu 630-10

Training both lay and professional leaders to serve Christ*s Church in

urban and rural southeast Korea, Young Nam Seminary renorts continued

advance In united ministry on two campuses during the past twelve months.

Incornoratinp the historic Taegu Bible Institute (founded 1913) pl^^

three regional seminaries dating from the end of the Korean War (Pusan

Immanuel, and Taegu Presbyterian), Young Nam offers a four year daytime

course to 214 students at present (an increase of 44 since last year).

The breahdown by camnuses and sexes yields the following: II4 men +

21 women studying daytime in Taegu: 65 men + 14 women (79 total) in Pusan;

and with an increased number of graduated (lO out of the 29 or almost one-

third) who completed study last December being admitted to the senior

class of the General Assembly Seminary (Seoul) to complete their pre-

paration for the ordained ministry, a record number of na^ applicants

(47 in Taegu, 23 in Pusan, total 70) were admitted to the freshman class

this spring. However, It is to be noted that of these, twenty-four

or almost one-third are not high-school graduates (among the total number

of students the percentage is closer to one-fourth, 35 in Taegu + 19

in Pusan =54 out of 214), but enrolled in the "special department" they

are ineligible to gc on to Peoul and ordination. The majorlty^of both

graduates and daytime seminarians C'^ntlnue to provide leadership for

urban and especially the rural churches throughout the area, serving as

unordalned evangelists on a full or part-tlm.e basis.



i

In addition to the daytime couree, Younp Seminary in both cltlep
conducts Lay Theolof^lca'' Academies desic^ned tr upprade and continue
the role of the Institutes in ” e0u X p r > j. i 1p the saints for service" t

in their vocational lives in the secular c’ty and the repi ons beyond.
Forty-four and forty church officers and/or Sunday school teachers in
Taegu and Pusan, respectively, are presently enrolled in the evening
courses which meet (in the Thepu seminary buildinp) four nlrhts a week
for twelve weeks in autumn, winter, and snrinp, and in three widely
scattered church locations in Pusan. (84 have received praduation
certificates in Taepu, 52 in Pusan, over th° past three years,) The
curriculum includes condensed surveys of Old and New Testament, systematic
and lay theolopy, Christian education, church history and government r and
graduates who seek ordination as elders in Kyungpook Presbytery do not
have to take the written examination. For those In the country who cannot
benefit from these courses, members of the Taegu faculty conduct four
or five-day conferences in rural centres during the winter vacation,
with sneciallsts in rural life and church-school leadership contributing
to the practically-oriented program. T\‘>o such Institutes took place
this past winter, one of them (with 19 completing the course) containing
similar content and number of hours to qualify as one of the three terms
(of the city academy) required for graduation. (36 finished the other
rural academy which took the form of a revival series with daytime lay-
training courses in line with the standard curriculum)

Amid his bus/ schedule as Ihegu First Church pastor and author of Bible
commentaries, Dr, Sang Keun Lee still manages to give time each week as
president and professor of systematic theology (in Taegu)* while President
T^eritus Dr, In-kyu renders dally service in the Pusan campus, and Pev.

Sang-baek Kim is functioning as temporary Dean In Taegu, lA Addition} two

full-time professors (David Kee-dal Kim rn Taegu, and Pev. Kang In Pusan)

serve as academic deans, a business manager and office-worker work full-
time on each camnus, and I6 cr 18 time teachers (including Joyce Anderson
in English Plble, and Marie Melrose In Christian education) round out the

staff. (William frubb of the Taegu II.P, Mission, who bears the title of

Associate President, and Dr, Koh of the Pusan Young WaV C3^urch, have
constituted th“ "faculty exchange" this year - Pill teaching Biblical
Theology in Pusan. and Koh giving spf^cial lectures on theolorv in Taegu).,

Theological education at Younv Nam continues to be supported mainly
from student fees and contributions of churches and individuals
within the area. (70^ from students, 16% from presbytery etc. in Pusan,

74 + 6^ in Taegu) Ihrouph the Committee on Cooperation the Australian

Mission continues its subsidy (?^I800 or lOf of the budget) for the Pusan

campus, and the United Presbyterian lay-training subsidy (^1200 or 8?)

assists the work in Taegu. Income from property contributes another 12^

of the budget in Taegu, and 4^ Pusan, or news of th^ year, property-
wise is the decision of the C.O.C. at its last meeting (June 5) to approve

the transfer of the Taegu campus land and hulldinge (still mission property)

to the local presbytery with specific designation for use in laymen’s

training: after apnroval and implementation by mission and gcjvernment

bodies, this is expected to issue In the acquisition of this historic tract

in Nam San Dong by the Seminary, and ultimately in the formation of a

single holding-body to incomorate both campuses.



While administrative matters must in larre measure still be handled
separately on the ti'o camnuses, the Seirinaiy seekine by faculty
erchange and freouent Joint activity to :.ianifest j fcs oneness in
commitment to the unfinished task of eouiprinr "he Peo'-'le of God for
mission in these two major ponulation cenbres, and especial.ly in the
rural afeas where graduates of the General /.ssembly seminary are least
likely to settle. Thus its role in nrovidinp leadership for the rural
church where Korean Chr:’ stianity has traditionally had its prassroots
still appears to be stratepic and vital.

William A Grubb

Appendix; Inhere have the praduates pone?

In Taepu, total of 456 includinp 134 ordained ministers,
206 evanpelists, and Ii6 in other (lay) occupations

In Pusan, total of 3 I4 includinp II6 clerpy, 70 evanpelists,
128 "laity"

Appendix M

Christian Literature Society Report

Durlnp 1972, the Christian Literature Society has published 90 titles.
Of these, 38 were new and 52 were reprints. There have also been
assorted editions of hymnals in varied bindinps and sizes of type.

The Korean edition of The Upper Room continues to be published and
distributed mainly to the servicemen. A braille mapazine New Lipht is
also published repularly, Christi an^Thoupht mapazine continues to be
published monthly as is Korea Callinp . This latter publication has been
enlarped to include translated articles from "Christian Ihoupht" and
some church news.

Three special publishinp projects were completed. They are:

The Christian Encyclopedia 2 vols
Set of N.T. Commentaries by Korean authors
Set of O.T. Commentaries translated from

the laymen *s Commentary Series.

The Chonp-ro property has been replaced with a new 6-storev buildinp on
the same site. Rental income from, this buildinp will be used for the
work of the society.

Desmond J, Ne-il



Appendix N

KAVA P^T^QPT

KAVA this year celebrates Its 2lst anniversary. Its activities have
been directed mainly tovards the reorpanlsation of the Korean National
Council of focial Welfare (l^CSW) looking forward to a possible
merger with that body.

At 8 general convention held on July 7, 1972, KNCSW adopted a new
constitution which allows for participation in the council of
practically all agencies and organisations concerned with social welfare
activities. The purpose of tv*e council is ^'to promote various works and
activities for the purpose of soc5al welfare, to encourage citizens
participation and to achieve advancement and development of social vielfare
In Korea." Regular membership will be comprised of representatives of
social vrelfare fund-raising corporations, organisations related to social
welfare

,
youth and .luvenile organisations related to social services,

Sub-oommlttees are envisaged to cover foreign voluntary agencies, legal
aid, health and medical, child welfare, women's welfare, welfare for the
aged etc. It Is hoped that the council will play a vital role as an
advisory organisation to the Government in these fields.

It has been the hope of KflVA for some time that such an indigenous’
organisation for the planning and co-ordination of social welfare
activities in Korea might be established. K/WA increasingly s seeing
Its role as contributing its resources of experienced personnel from
its mejnber agencies towards this poal. Any interested members of the
Mission are Invited to participate. ’

The United Presbyterian Mission and the Southern Presbyterian Mission, at
their annual meetings, felt that participation in KAVA for this purpose
Is so crucial at this point that they took action to renew their
membership of KAVA. This raises the question as to whether the APM
wishes to do likewise and have direct participation rather than through
IPMO membership as at present.

Recommendations :

1. Receive the report

2. Ibat the KFC approve re-establishing APM membership In K'^VA and

appoint the Rev. B.M. Rowe as representative.

Desmond J. Neil

Appendix 0

Report of Representative to S.P. Annual Meeting. 1973

It was a privilege to have been able to join the fellowship at
Kwangju fron Sunday I3th May to ^-^ednesday I6th, and we wish to thank
the APs for selecting us as their representatives.



I extended our greeting’s to them on behalf of you all and bring their
greetings back to you all - all very formally. But, really, the
Warmth of affection shared between us all does not need such
formalities.
From the last hours of the retreat, the stirring hymn singing sessions,
the inspiring message on ^communicating ^.h® Gospel^ hy outgoing
Chairman, the devotional periods, the ’nitty-gritty * business sessions,
ifhe fun night and the meals and free time fellowship, we gained a great
deal. To see the SPs together does one’s heart good in this day and
age when there’s so much talk of cutting back on Mission. One could
sense the vitality of the Spirit at work in thei"^ midst.

They have 65 members on this field, 3 affiliates, 3 on furlough, aiid

3 on leave of absence.

For Pev, and Mrs, P.M. Powe

Appendix P

Personal Report - Rev, D,J. and Mrs, Marjorie Neil

Last year we took a short furlough in Australia from Wy through /'ugust.

On the way home I visited other Inter-Mission offices in Tokyo, Taipei,
Hong Kong and Manila and arrived in time to attend the Queensland State
Assembly which was held in ^feckay, Following bat I attended the
ministers’ refresher course at Alexandra Headlands while staying with my
father. Then during the time when the Rev. J.P. Sweet took his sabbatical
leave, I fulfilled the duties of the Director of Mission Flucation and
Community Action of the Presbyterian Church of Queensland. This allowed
me to do deputation in S.’^, Queensland as v?ell as becoming a little better
acouainted with the missionary operation as seen from the home base. It

is a position which mainly involves pu^'licity and p-i^omotion and I felt
the extreme importance of having up-to-date articles, stories, pictures
and slides from the fields. This concern, unfortunately, left me the
moment we landed again at Kimpo,

I have continued to fulfil the duties of treasurer of the IPMO vhich
now serves the United Presbyterian Mission, the Southern Presbyterian
Mission, the Australian Presbyterian Mission, the United Church of Canada
Mission, and the Taechon Beach Association. I have also acted as
assistant treasurer of the C.O.C, and two other comm^^rcial companies
(albeit in a voluntary capacity) - Emerging Fconomies Corporation, an

investment company owned by the United Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.
and the Paehan Corporation in which F.’^.C, is a major shareholder.
Saehan began when a group of young Christians decided to get up a firm
and run it on the basis of Christian ethics. They originally planned
to go into tyre re-treading but since the Economic Planning Board did hot
allow the investment of foreign capitel for this, they then decided to
manufacture medical equipment concentrating on prosthetic devices.



The J.A. Preston Corporation in the U.S.A. later decided to Invest
in this company appointing them their sole apents in Korea and Paehan
now is concentrating on the production of items in the Preston Catalog
for export overseas.

I have also helped the General Secretary of the Presbyterian Church of
Korea with the preparation and typing of English correspondence and
acted as the Korea representative for B.O.F.M.A.P . as well as serving
on the Boards of the II Shin Hospital, the Kon Kuk School, Younp Nam
Seminary, as an auditor on the Board of the Chungju Home and Blind
School and as a trustee on the -^ecul Foreign School J.P. and various
mission and inter-denominational committees.

Marjorie has participated in various cultural and diplomatic groups,
completed a course in Korean history and culture at the Hankuk University
of Foreign Studies and plans to enter language school in the fall- She
has been a den mother for the cub scouts and a brownie leader and has
handled some of the project work for the Girls* Welfare Association, as
well as looking after the family, taking the children down to Australia
by herself and organising the moving and settling into our new mansion
apartment in Seoul so generously provided by the Southern Presbyterian
Mission.
The children are all attending the Seoul Foreign School and having varied
success in their studies. We have all enjoyed good health throughout
the year and praise God for his never failing goodness to us. We pray
that we may become mere and more open to his power and love at work v/ithin
us so that his light and truth may be made manifest in the places
where he chooses to have us work and witness.

Desmond and Marjorie Neil .

Appendix Q

Personal Report - The Rowe Family

How much Water has flowed under the Tae Hwa River bridge; how much
pollution has belched into the Ulsan air and harbour? how many miles
have passed under the wheels of my car over this past year - the question
is how much time is there in a year I guess? A year has gone past you
say, but if the last annual meeting wasn’t only yesterday then 1*11 eat m y
strawberry flavoured, marshmallow hat.

Sol What has the Rowe family been up to since yesterday (sorry, last year)
Well, we*ve been uprooted once. Just beginning to settle into our fancy
Korean house when along comes the ’chooeen’ (my spelling of the Korean
for ’owner*) and hints at a big problem which involves his son’s future use
of the house we*re in, so Fnauirles round the town re other
aiitable housing were negative until one bright Rowe (the wife I think)
suggested empty housing on the campus of the august Institute of
Technology. February 15 was moving day - successfully completed. Benefits
seem to outweigh losses and all seem to be hapry with the move. But
the next question Is - when do we move again? Rented 'hcus’irjg makes for
flexibility but it also tends to make for insecurity.



The children have had a fairly p^ccd year at school and in other
activities, iliey have all advanced to the next prade and are novj

enjoying the beginnings of their (too) lonr vacation. Health has been
no problem again this year and each one of them seems to be thriving.

Joan has been busy with wife-and -motherhood duties as well as some

social re^onsibllities. The move has placed her in close proximity to
western friends and she has been able to provide a pood listening ear

when needed. Work with the Masan embroidery lady has continued to give
mutual satisfaction and a good steady income to th^ lady.

Most of my time seems to have been spent in coping with the various
problems which keep cropping up at the Yangji Centre. Industrial mission
continues to take the form of occassional meetings, s^^mlnars, visita-
tions, discussions and such like activities. I have been far from
satisfied with this area of my work but don*t seem to have been able to
give it the time it needs. As moderator of Yangjong Church I am involved
in a rather indirect way, in a programme of community work that could well
be described as urban/industrial mission. The evangelist continues to
work in all sorts of community affairs and has made the church the place
people look to for all sorts of guidance. His latest venture is a

housing cooperative for the labourers at the 1,^‘undae (Ford) Motor Co. Thi

will ultimately include a cooperative stoit., i*ocreaticnal facilities and

bath house. The church Itself is growing Wf-ll_. with a good programme of

lay participation. Having moved tc the IhstJtcte campus I have been
helping out the English Department which has le:l tc contact with the

Campus Crusade for Christ group who have asked me tc be a ”chidawja"
(leader). I am looking forward to working with this group as I feel God

leading me in this direction.

All in all it has been a good year and one can only be grateful for the

continued opportunity to be here with God,

Barry M. Howe

Appendix R

Personal Report,- Miss D. Knight

Hallelujah! I want to express publicly bef'^re His peq?le my heartfelt
thanks to God for His mighty miracles! All v;ho are thankful should
ponder them with me." In this the last year cf my first term cf service,
I can only look back with praise to God for the way He has led, i'.aught,

and encouraged me. The words of the Tilth Psalm are fitting words go

express the Joy and satisfaction I am exnei'iercing I make preparations
to go home. These five years have been flavoured wii.h frustrariena as
I struggled to learn the language and tc find a niche for myself.
Encouragement from fellow missionaries and rr;y Koiear Kaimony ^grandmother)
plus the joy that comes with ability to converse with the Koreans has
made the struggle very worth while. The things I learned from my senior
missionaries in Pusan about Korean language, Koreans and their culture
has helped me tc become better assimilated in Korean society and I record
my gratitude to God for the experiences and achievements I gained in my
life whilst I was at II Sh:n.



Then on 1st September st year I began a new phase of my life at
Chunju Presbyterian Medical Centre attached to the Rural aiyi Community
Health Department.- This has been a miracle that only God could have
wrought, for the country work has proved to be work that I have found
challenge, satisfactloh and a sense of purpose and fulfillment in doing.
When I first came to -Chunju In July last year for a month's trial I
could see there was great potential for reaching the country people for
Christ as well as being able to Improve their health and living standards.
The Korean nurse who was to be my co-worker had very similar thoughts
as my own and we have been able to do great things together on a basis
of ’’oneness In Christ." It has beeii satisfying for me to have such a good
working relationship with her and the whole staff.

Since coming to Chunju we have been able to expand the work considerably
through narrowing the spectrum of the work. By dropping work In orphanages
and epilepsy clinics we have been able to concentrate work in three
dlfferenc areas, two being farming conmunities and the other on the
fringe of Chunju City in the immediate vicinity of the hospital. Our
main effort is in one of the fanning areas, Soyang l^un, an area of 9^
square kilometers with a population of 12,000. By teaching sanitation,
TB control, care of the young child, pre-natal care and family planning
we hope to be able to help the people to build a better life for themselves.
A very recent advancement in our work has been to introduce community
organisation; to work with the villagers In helping them to see their
own problems, to encourage them to deal with these problems and to help
them with progranmes that they initiate themselves.

In preparation for their move we had a large scale adult teaching
progranme in Soyang Mgun during the winter. We used flannelgraphs, charts,
and a toy TV all of which were very effective. Teaching in 14 different
areas we had an attendance of 1700 adults out of a possible 5,000, The
results have been far better than we had expected. We have been invited
by 8 village mothers meetings to attend monthly for health lecturing.
These are held in the evenings. Seme have seen the necessity for clean
toilets to help eliminate typhoid and such infectious diseases as well as
parasites. One village is putting in 20 septic toilets under our
supervision at the moment with a ^500 grant from our hospital. Others
are asking about pure mountain water schemes and throughout the myun of
52 villages there Is not one village which hasn't affected and stimulated
to action by our teaching.

I taught family planning in our campaign and have been especially gratified
to see such a positive reaction In an area where the old Korean proverb
"Have many sons and grow rich” has been followed so faithfully.

We have recently divided the I^un into four areas and now hold Preventive
Health Clinics on a weekly basis In a village hall in each area. We are
hoping to acc^ire a mobile van before this winter or the programme
will have to be reverted back to a central one. The ma5n P.H. centre is
now only used once a week for therapeutlv clinics when residents from
PMC go with us for treatments and loop insertions.



Although 14 villages sc far have taken advantage of the chear rate
of medical insurance offered to them, many are too poor even to ray the

25 won per family member per month and so free treatment is still helnp
offered on an assessment' basis.

The other farming area of Tong Sang V^yvtn Is very isolated but we are

endeavouring to provide some medical heln for the 3,500 residents scattered

throughout the mountains. Twice-monthly roadside clinics are h^ld . Last

November my co-worker and I spent one week there with 8 nursing students

doing TB checks and health teaching from village to village. This month

of June our staff of four nurses, four nurse aides and four’ trainees

are taking turns to spend one week each in a concentrated effort of

village to village adult teaching. They live in the villages as they

Itinerate.

Choong I'Jha San Dong is the third area of work and we are mainly doing

well-baby clinics, T.B. control and family plannlng/pre-natal work there.

The challenge is great and one can only hope tc make slow and steady

progress in an area where the people live 50 years behind those of their

city cousins, but, we praise God that we ere seeing changes and we are

winning the respect of the people and souls for Christ through our

ministry.

It has been an enriching experience to live in the Southern Presbyterian

Mission compound amongst the international flavouring of people Including

mis^onaries, U.N, personnel and other Involved in engineerlnp, etc.

The worship services in Knglish on Sundays have been refreshing and the

prayer meetings on Thursdays, when I*ve had time off to attend, have been

times of wonderful fellowship. These folks have shown theiT love and

concern for me over these past two months while I*ve been incapacitated

due to a sprained ligament in the lumbar spine. It is due to this injury

that I have been advised against making the Journey to Choongmu for the

annual meeting. I send my greetings to all with prayers for a success-

ful meeting and a finiitful year for each one of you.

Dorothy A. ?(hight, S.P.N.T.C,

Appendix S

Personal Report .B. Skerman

Having been in Korea for less than a year, I arrived on the 5th of August

1972
,

I am not sure that I have much to report. So far as I can tell I

have survived the shock of contact with the two cultures of Korea, the

Korean and the North American.

Approximately four months have been spent in language study. Within four

days of ny arrival I found myself living with -a Korean family in ffesan.

This enabled me to study the first level of the Yonsei Course in Korean

and be broken-in to things Korean. I have Just returned from Seoul

where in addition to completing the second level of the Korean course, I

was introduced to North ^^merican ways and had many old prejudices
shattered and some new ones formed

.



Vty re^onbilities at II Shin Hospital are two-fold. Firstly I am
meant to train a Korean Administrator and secondly to develop
administrative structures, and procedures which vdll enable the hospital
to operate Indepeniently of western control. ' I feel that the second is
the more important and have concentrated my short time at II" Shin
towards that end. I also think that by helnp Involved in developing
a suitable organisation, the Korean Administrator will learn more of
his role than by any other method.

llie main problem is to find out how far Western concepts of Administration,
the roles of Hospital, and Financial Fthlcg can be, or should be applied
to Korea. Each Institution has to work out its cm solution to this
problem.

The last two months rf last year were spent in gaining an insight into
the problems of Mission Hospitals in Korea and of II Shin in particular.
A visit to the Presbyterian Medical Centre in Chonju helped in both
areas. I was able to see the problems of an acute ,general hospital, and
also test the truth of the phrase - *It can*t be dene in Korea*.
Secondly the hospital experienced its first professional audit. It^
confirmed many of my opinions about the accounting system of the hospital
and was a nerve shattering experience to all involved.

The most obvious weakness in the financial organisation of the hospital
is In the area of 'internal control* or ensuring that all money
earned by the hospital is received by the hospital and all things bought
by the hospital are in fact used in some wey for the betterment^of the
patients. A beginning had been made in this direction prior to audit.
A system of requisitions and authorisations for stores and purchases
has been introduced. It, seems to be working well and is more or less
understood. Time sheets and subsidiary ledgers for salaries and retire-
ment pay have also been introduced and are working. A centrel filing
system is gradually being set up.

A beginning has been made in the process of spreading the responsibility
for decision makl*g, and relieving the Superintendent from some of her
administrative burden. At present there Is a fortnl?^htly meeting of the
Superintendent, Nursing Superintendent and Administrator and those
Missionaries who can attend, which makes decisions on hospital adminis-
trative procedures and problems. There is also a monthly meeting of
Supervisors at which common problems are discussed and procedures are
clarified. So far both of these meetings are in their infancy but I
think the participants agree on their general usefulness. The meetings
tend to be quite long because of the sheer bulk of matters requiring
discus^on, the Inexperience of many of the oarticipants and Inexperience
in the preparation of agendas.

The meetings have been chiefly concerned with the clarification of the
orgmisation structure and Job re^onsibllitles and with the
clarification and codification of hospital regulations and procedures.
The hospital operates on a complex system of common law. The trouble
is that the law varies with the living authority who is consulted. In
reducing this to writing there is the danger of legalism but at least
everyone knows where they stand, and many will have had some part in
its framing or clarification.



A major problem exists in the area of Free Treatment especially in
authorisation and assessment. At present Free Treatment is the end
result of a lonr argument between the pati3n‘ ’s -^airnly and the hospital.
Other problems are to be found in purchasingj uhe recording of assets,
and the receipt of cadi. All are sources of constant amazement and
wonder.

The process of clarifying Job responsibilities, rules and regulations
will continue throughout this year and will be finished by the New Year
with any luck. It is hoped that most of the weaknesses discovered by
the Auditors will be rectified and that an Internal Auditor will be
working, A beginning will be made in attempting a solution to the Free
Treatment problem but I suspect that a completely satisfactory solution
is impossible. It is also hoped that a beginning will be made in
realising such pious hopes as Preventive Maintenance and satisfying the
Korean Tax Inspectors, Customs Agents, etc, r etc.

So Johnny Gilbert ne*er allows
An anxious thought to fetch him
Because he knows the Government
Don*t really want to catch him.

And if such practices should be
to New South Welshmen dear,
with not the least demurring word
ought we to interfere.

nosTehnA eovoL

R. Benjamin Skerman

Appendix T ,

Personal Report - J, Anderson

No matter how much I search for a better word to sum up my activities
during the past twelve months 'routine* is the word that keeps coming
to mind. Although Mr. Ben Skerman has taken the load of hospital
administration I haven’t been able to keep out of this area of work,
especially during the times of his language study. While I will continue
to be interested in this side of the work, and will help out if necessary
and when r6qnested_to^„I am’ locking, forward pbw’to^a peridd of time when
I can devote my time and interest to the Chaplaincy work in the hospital
and to other avenues of work outside the hospital.

There Isn't any doubt that Miss Suh Ok He does the bulk of patient
visiting and counselling, and this is how It should be. Because most of
our work is patient-centered, in that every morning and p) rt of the
afternoon is spent in the wards, and the rest of the time in the office
or seeing relatives or people who come to see us, I am concerned about
our lack of staff oriented programmes, I think it is time to take on
another full time 'evangelist* and, if we do, a period of training will
be necessary. Certainly before I consider ny Job done I need to see two
people trained apd -estp.blished in the work. With a staff of over two
hundred and an avera^”*©?" fifty inpatients to see each day, dally worship



to prepare, office work and reporting to be dope, even if we don’t extend

the work out of the hospital, there is plenty to be done.

From I July, 1972 to 30th May 1973 we have and talked to 3,568

inpatients of whom 579 said they were Cm*istlan. Of the other 3,000

it was interesting to note that 4S6 wonen said that they had been

Christian, or were of Christien fanilies, or had attended Sunday School

but now, for various reasons, mainly because of marryinp into non-

Christian families, were unable to or were not attendinp church, Ihe

marrying of Christian girls, by their Christian parents, into non-

Christian families ought to be something about which the Church shows

concern. I am continually amazed at the very small number of womeh who

claim to be Buddhist. The average is about ten out of two hundred who

say they are not Oiriatlan, however, most of these would say that their

in-laws, or own parents go to the temple, and/or do the sacrifices when

necessary. As far as the younger people are concerned all this is for

the ’elders*. Some, too, have this sort of attitude to their ’elders*

who go to church and one can’t help but be dismayed at the general

attitude of both Christians and non-Christians that eouates church

going with Relieving.

Now that the country clinic work has been started I have visited the

area a couple of times and have some Ideas about work that 1 would like

to do there with the hospital evangelist, and other staff, if possible.

A survey done by house tc house visiting about medical, social and

religious affairs could yield useful and interesting information, and it

would be good if we could give some support to the local church which is

fighting a losing battle in an anti-Christian area • It would be a pity

if the only thing the people know about Christianity is that it is a sort

of ’evil eye’ that causes bad luck to one’s Hislness if one gets

Involved in itl

April is the month for visiting country churches with the Women’s

missionai*y Society Fjcecutlve and this year we also went to those churches

Which belonged to the Ham Heung Presbytery but joined Pusan Presbytery

this year and whose Women’s organisation joined with ours. During seven

days we visited about 48 churches in this orovince and, again I feel that

the word ’routine* about sums it up. I think the visiting Is valuable

but more thought and effort 6ould be put Into it sc that it is not, just a

way of issuing a personal invitation to attend the Annual Meeting held in

Pusan in May but an opportunity to listen to local nroblems and give some

moral support and advice. When planning next year’s schedule I may bet

an opportunity to suggest that we allow a little more time in each place

to fit his in. Apart from attending the monthly meetings of the

Executive those are the only ''esponsibilitles that I have. Each year, at

Christmas time, the Executive has worship with, and provides some food

for, less fortunate m.embers of society arri last Christmas we went and visited

the leprosy patients at Sungaewon, an Institution that has had a long

relationship with the Mission. As usual they packed their church and we

were segregated by sitting up front and the worship was very enthusiastic.

A number of the ’old hands* whom I had met before, talked with me after

the service and asked about our missionaries whom they had known in the

past and whom they still remember oulte well.

To sum up then, most of my work has been of a routine nature, I hope now

to start on seme experiments that may take another aspect of our work out

of the hospital and Into the cemmunityi



JlrppTidlx tT ^
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Personal Report - B, ^fartin

Ihese past twelve months have not seen any change in the type cf work I

have been doinp and there is little to report. I have continued to

take my share of the clinical teaching and some lectures and, in

addition, have had charp^e of the drug and instrument stores.

In November cf last year we had a month's visit from Dr. Neil Davidson

from Zaria University Hospital, Nigeria. WMle he was studying the

similarities between Nigerian and Korean patients with cardiac failure

occuring around the time of delivery I was involved with his research,

but the frustration has been that I have not been able to finish off my

part.

I am planning to leave for a 6-7 month furlough at the beginning of

November.

Barbara H. Martin

Appendix V

Personal Report - H.F. Mackenzie

I was privileged to attend the 5th Asian Congress of Obstetrics and

Gynaecology in Djakarts in October 1971 on my way home to Australia and

also included visits to friends in Hong Kong, Thailand, Malaysia,

Singapore and saw something of Christian medical work in Indonesia too.

Furlough incliaded deputation in Vic. N.S.W, and Queensland as well as

opportunities for refresher work in medicine.

Shortly after returning in August I resigned from the position of medical

superintendent and the board appointed Dr. Y.S. Kim as from the date our

20th anniversary. Having unloaded that responsibility on to Dr. Kim, and

not having taken back from Barbara Martin or Joyce Anderson any of the

Jobs they were doing during my furlough, and with Ben Skerman working on

the administration, there ought not be anything for me to do except

clinical work and teaching. I don't know why I still seem to be busy.

I am spending a good bit of time getting the country clinics started at

last.

I have represented the mission on Yonsei University Board again and also

been on the Medical Advisory Committee of the C.O.C, and the Board of

Tongsan Hospital.

Although I am to reach retiring age this year and the A.P.B.M. granted an

extension to February of next year before sending me back last year,

John Brown indicated that I could be reprieved until approximately April

1975, by which time Dr. Lim will be back from N.Z. as assistant

superintendent

.

Helen P. Mackenzie



Appendix W

Personal Penort - C. Maokengj^

With a short furlouFh in the middle of this vorklnr year, time seemsto have yone even more quickly than usual. A short furlouph Is certainlv

oLf concerned and taking if
^

summer pave me more time for relaxation with familynd ^ie^E than usual. The culture shock wasn't ouite as bad as I hadfeared it mipht be and, althouph unable to visit many churches I was

an a^?ve
^ i'’ "’y conpre^atlcr.

for
•"* • Mon pr.p.rln.

On 1

^
way back from furlouph I attended all biit the last two sessionsof the fnnua.l Conference of the Three Church Mlsslbn Boards. It was

and
®°“® combined discussions with the Conprepational

inspiration to share in the Communion

A R
M^erator of the United Church of Paoua New Guinea.

of the ^ ® the new members

bv JboriH^T ^d
reports about the aborlpinal work presented

bVp mlsslonapr representatives from the four centres where.O.F.M.A.R. IS workinp and hear discussions on these reports. I was

°r,®
session with missionaries from Indonesia, PapuaNew Guinea and the New Hebrides thouph I was sorry to miss thediscussion on the 'overseas" part of P.O.F.M.A.R.'s work which followed.

I arriv^ back in Pusan Just in time' for the praduatlon of our 27th
“idwives (since the bepinninp of the 12 month tralnlnpO at the

elinin 1
then I have settled back Into my routine of

theoretical teachinp and have been spendinp as much timeas possible workinp cn a set of lectures to put in print. I have still

h «M?d C P®™lsslon from the Publishers to translate Miss^les ^ok Midwifery for Nurses" and have decided that Probably this

it In
better for me to write my own. I plan to do

tM» w
rather than as a complete text book because

d»tf
the advantape of belnp easier to revise and keep up-to-ate as well as belnp less expensive to produce. The Wctorian P.W.M.U.

0^ 1^ ^

»rn!!»nit\r®
mispivlnp that I went to the Inter-Church

Consultations in April I did very much appreciate the opportunity ofbelnp there Shari np a room with Mrs. Bo Soon Yoon who was representln?the Korean Women's Preaohlnp Society, we were able to rive each othermoral support In that supust’ male patherlnp. Details of the
consultations are reported elsewhere so I won't dwell on them here.

HoJpltarwhicht«r
“®®her of the Board of the Pusan Children's

beds
^ ^ extensions to its buildlnps and now has 120

oSanaSin ^«l«tionshlps with a Christian
A '^®^y Interestinp to be at the serfice where

C. Mackenzie


